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TOMB’S RAIDED BLACKBOARD GRILLED DEER CULL

by LJ TAYLOR

The Students’ Union elections 
has seen a partially new sab-
batical team elected. 

� is year’s elections brought the sec-
ond highest turnout in Bangor’s histo-
ry with 1786 voters, just a few hundred 
less than last year. It also had the most 
nominations since 2010 with twelve 
candidates standing, though both 
Emyr Bath and Jake Myatt dropped 
out in the early stages of campaigning. 

Both candidates that stood for re-
election, Antony Butcher (President) 
and Ash Kierans (Societies and Com-
munity), were re-elected in the � rst 

stages of voting with 1262 and 806 
votes respectively. 

“I’m delighted to have been returned 
with an increased majority, and I’m 
looking forward to cracking on with 
the job,” said Anthony Butcher of his 
re-election. 

“I’m looking forward to another 
fantastic year helping our societies to 
grow,” said Ash. 

Nicola Pye stood uncontested af-
ter current AU President Emyr Bath 
stood down from this year’s elections 
and set a new record with her 1300 
votes. 

“� e number of votes has made me 
even more excited to start the job next 
year. I was shocked and overwhelmed 

with how many votes. � e experience 
of Antony and Ash combined, I feel, 
is going to make a great sabb team for 
the students next year. I can’t wait!” 
said Nicola. 

� e election for VP Education and 
Welfare proved to be one of the clos-
est in recent history. Five candidates 
ran for the position a� er current sabb 
Shon Prebble decided not to rerun. A 
total of 1507 votes between the � ve 
candidates was the most of the indi-
vidual elections and a� er four stages 
saw Rhys Taylor victorious. 

“� e narrow overall win will push 
me harder next year and will make 
sure I do my best to represent students 
and get the best deal possible for eve-

ryone,” he said of his close win. 
“Despite the lack of sleep over cam-

paign week, it was a real laugh and 
would recommend that as many of 
you as possible get involved with cam-
paigning next year. � ank you to all 
of you who voted and supported the 
campaign too!” he added. 

� e vote was almost reminiscent of 
the AU President election in 2009, in 
which three votes separated the candi-
dates and a recount was issued for a� er 
the Easter break. � is year’s Education 
and Welfare election saw just eleven 
votes separating the newly elected 
Rhys Taylor and Coreen Moore. 

Campaigning this year started ear-
lier than usual, allowing candidates to 

raise awareness to themselves begin-
ning the week before the elections. 
Voting began on 4th March and ran 
through until 2pm on 6th March. � is 
year campaigning didn’t seem to hit 
College Road the same way that it has 
in previous years, which is perhaps to 
do with the online voting system, now 
in its second year. 

� e newly elected team will take up 
o�  ce for their � rst (and in some cases 
second) term in July this year ready for 
the next academic year. If the building 
of Pontio goes to plan then this will be 
the last team to work from the current 
Oswalds building. 

Sabb -tastic

Chosen by You

� is year’s elections see second highest turnout in Union’s history
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LJ TAYLOR
EDITOR

It seems like only yesterday since I 
was last writing my editorial in our 
February issue, with 90s Night just 
around the corner. It was exhaust-
ing, but it was exhaustingly good 
fun and I can’t wait until we can 
bring the 90s right back all over 
again! The night was a huge suc-
cess, and I would like to once again 
thank my team for all their hard 
work, and you guys for turning up 
and making it the best night of the 
year!
You may have already seen the 

pictures from the night uploaded 
on our Facebook but we’ve picked 
some of the gems and whacked 
them into this issue’s centrefold. 
We’ve also picked our best dressed, 
so if it’s you then get in touch to 
claim your prize!
You should also check out our so-

cieties section this issue as it’s jam 
packed with information on socie-
ties you could join; from old ones to 
new ones! Why not give Beer Pong 
or the Assassin’s Society a try?
This issue’s travel page features the 

story of an extraordinary Bangor 
University student who, along with 
two friends, is going to be traveling 
the world on his bike in aid of char-
ity. So have a read and see how you 
could support him. 
One thing I’d love you to check out 

is page 19 to � nd out a little more 
about the Seren Business Awards. 
We’ll soon be getting the nomina-
tion forms set up so have a think 
about who’s your favourite busi-
ness in Bangor!
As always, we’d love to welcome 

more writers, designers, proofread-
ers, photographers etc so come 
along to our weekly meetings: 
Wednesday, 6pm, SU Media Room!
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Security sta�  praised for their quick thinking and � rst-aid skills

 NEWS

In Brief
Bangor 
scoops

� lm awards 
BANGOR Uni won a number of 

prizes at the annual Ffresh Film 
Awards held at Glyndŵr University 
on the 22nd February. John Evans’ 
short � lm ‘Not’ won two awards for 
best Welsh language � lm and best ac-
tress, and there was a surprise award 
for Mathew Owen, who won the Royal 
Television Society’s award for best � c-
tion for his short ‘Long I Stood � ere’.  
Bangor also made its name known in 
the Terror in 20 Seconds competition, 
where Nathan Moore was shortlisted 
for his � lm ‘Talent Show ’58’.

Bangor 
students win 

Cân i 
Gymru

TWO students, Rhys Gywnfor and 
Osian Huw Williams from Bangor 
University have won the Cân i Gymru 
(Song for Wales) competition. � e duo 
composed their song, ‘Mynd i Gorwen 
efo Alys’ (Going to Corwen with Alys) 
during a car journey on their way 
home from university and performed 
it with the other members of their 
band, Jessop a’r Sgweiri.

� e band was formed with three oth-
er members last summer. A� er win-
ning the Welsh television programme, 
the band can represent Wales at the 
Inter-Celtic Festival in Ireland; they 
also won £3,500.

Bangor
 student 

Finalist in 
Climate 
Awards 

ANDY O’Callaghan, a second year 
Bangor University student studying 
Marine Science and Zoology, has been 
named a � nalist in the Climate Week 
Awards 2013. � e 20-year-old from 
Llandudno is a member of Funky 
Dragon, the children’s and young peo-
ple’s assembly for Wales, and is one of 
the youngest members of the Climate 
Change Commission for Wales.

He has been shortlisted for the 
Awards in the Most Inspirational 
Young Person category, nominated 
by Peter Davies, Chair of the Climate 
Commission for Wales. Andy has 
taken part in Commission meetings 
across Wales and provided a voice for 
young people at a Clean Revolution 
event.

by MATT JACKSON

A local dog walker has thanked 
the quick thinking of a Bangor 
security guard for saving his 

life following a heart attack he su� ered 
whilst walking across the Bangor Uni-
versity football � elds.

Trevor Roberts, 67, was spotted by 
security guard Robbie Williams when 
he collapsed on the football � eld, be-
fore he received vital emergency � rst 
aid prior to the arrival of paramedics. 
Mr Roberts was then taken to Ysbyty 
Gwynedd.

As he recovered, Roberts, a father of 
four and grandfather of nine, said that 
he was “not feeling too bad. I’m very 
grateful to the lads for saving my life. I 
wouldn’t be talking to you now if they 
hadn’t helped me”.

Now lucky Mr Roberts can look for-
ward to celebrating his 68th birthday 
with wife Nancy following his ordeal 
on the Bangor University Ffriddoedd 
Site at 8am on the Monday morning 
with Golden Retriever Jake.

Looking back on his heroic rescue 
Mr Williams said, “I noticed a lone 
dog on the sports pitch. I thought it 

was unusual so moved closer to in-
vestigate and saw the shape of a per-
son lying on the ground. I checked 
the man for vital signs and found he 
wasn’t breathing.”

Security Guard Mr Williams 
promptly administered chest com-
pressions and mouth-to-mouth re-
suscitation before using his radio to 
call for back-up and the emergency 
services.

A� er hearing the call for back-up, 
head of security Tony Monument and 
car park controller Gary Williams, 
both also trained � rst aiders, rushed 

to help Mr Williams e� orts.
A team e� ort saw Mr Monument 

checking Mr Roberts’ vital signs while 
Mr Williams gave Cardio Pulmonary 
Resuscitation.

Mr Monument said “All the univer-
sity’s security sta�  are trained in � rst 
aid, but to be involved in saving some-
one’s life is a very rare occurrence. It 
highlights the importance of having a 
basic medical knowledge. An incident 
such as this makes all the training 
worthwhile.”

Bangor triumph at University 
Challenge 

  by BECKI WATSON 

Bangor are in with a chance of 
reaching the semi � nals of Uni-
versity Challenge a� er defeat-

ing Imperial College London on Mon-
day. Bangor beat their competition 
with an impressive tally of 210-120, 
their best score so far in the series. If 
Bangor win their next match, they will 
have secured their place in the semi � -
nals. � eir second defeat in this round 
means that Imperial College London 
are now eliminated from the competi-
tion. 

In their � rst round of the famous 
quiz series, Bangor beat the prestig-
ious Scottish university St. Andrews 
125-105 to take them into the next 

round, where they narrowly tri-
umphed against University of Dur-
ham by 10 points, ultimately winning 
175-165 and allowing them to pro-
gress into the quarter � nals. However, 
Bangor unfortunately lost to a strong 
side from University College London, 
losing 190-125 despite having a 100 
point lead early on in the round. Uni-
versity College London are the only 
team to have secured their place in the 
semi � nals, having beaten the Univer-
sity of Manchester, last years’ winners, 
by 230-150 last week. 

� e team includes Bangor Univer-
sity Team Captain, Nina Grant, who 
is studying French & Linguistics; Si-
mon Tomlinson, studying for a PhD 
in Neuropsychology; Mark Stevens 

studying for an Environmental Sci-
ence degree; Adam Pearce, studying 
for a PhD in Translation Studies, and 
team reserve, Catriona Coutts, who is 
an undergraduate English Literature 
student. 

Team Captain Nina Grant com-
mented on the team’s victory, ‘We 
were all very happy with the team’s 
performance in the match. It was the 
� rst one where we all got a starter 
question correct, and the spread of 
knowledge was pretty even. It felt like 
the questions were slightly easier than 
in previous matches, but maybe we 
were just lucky that they were about 
the right subjects.’ 

Student Union President Antony 
Butcher said about the team’s suc-

cess, ‘‘I think they’ve done a great job. 
We’ve had loads of interest from na-
tional and Welsh language press, and 
I’m just gobsmacked that we’ve man-
aged to get so far. We’re the last Welsh 
uni going, and I reckon we’re not done 
yet!’

Nina also went on to talk about Ban-
gor’s potential to make it into the next 
round of the competition, saying, ‘� e 
quarter � nal rules mean that as we’ve 
lost one and won one, we now have 
to play (and win) one more to pro-
gress to the semi-� nal, so hopefully 
tonight’s match is a predictor of good 
things to come...’

Bangor one match away from semi � nals 

Bangor security guard saves 
man’s life
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 NEWS

In Brief
Llangollen
 Hospital 
Closure 

Almost 137 years a� er it � rst 
opened, a community hospital in 
Denbighshire has closed its doors. 
As a part of a shake up by the Betsi 
Cadwaladr University Health Board 
(BCUHB), all remaining outpatient 
clinics, services and the minor injury 
unit will move from Llangollen Hos-
pital to the town’s health centre. � e 
closure comes a week a� er Prestatyn 
hospital shut, while Blaenau Ffestini-
og and Flint are due to close over the 
coming months.

� e decison has angered local cam-
paigners; Alaian Kahan of Keep Lla-
ngollen Health Services labelled the 
closure a “scandal” and said health 
chiefs should “hang their heads in 
shame”, adding that the decision to 
remove the services shows that the 
health services have “abdicated their 
responsibility towards the people of 
Llangollen and the Dee valley”.

Nuclear 
Power 
Protest

Funeral 
Home

 Burgled
A funeral home in Penygroes has 

been the victim of a burglary recent-
ly, as two burglars broke in through 
the back door and made o�  with two 
safes full of cash boxes. 

Iolo Tudur Owen, the owner of 
Roberts and Owen, con� rmed that 
the thieves also made o�  with a lap-
top and a navigation aid, and there 
had to have been more than one 
culprit, as the safes were extremely 
heavy. 

Some of the stolen cash, which was 
property of the company, not any of 
its customers, has been recovered in 
Carmel and in Penygroes, but so far 
there has been no progress in catch-
ing the people responsible. 

Anyone with information should 
call 101 or Crimestoppers on 0800 
555 111.

Climber’s 100�  fall caught on 
camera 

Man struck by ice is lucky to be alive
by NICOLA HOBAN

A climber earlier this week de-
scribed his terrifying fall down 
a snowy gully in Snowdonia.

Mark Roberts, 47, described how he 
was climbing the Parsley Fern Gully 
in Cwm Glas on Snowdon last month 
when a large piece of ice fell and 
caused him to lose his footing and fall 
down the gully.

� e incident was captured on Mr. 
Roberts’ camera which he had mount-
ed onto his helmet, and the footage 
shows how the situation rapidly took 

a turn for the worse as he slid from 
his position on the ice down into the 
gully.

Losing both of his ice-axes during 
the 100-foot slide, Mr. Roberts re-
portedly collided with rock numerous 
times before his fall was stopped a� er 
hitting a ledge, which saved him from 
another 100-foot fall. � ough le�  con-
scious, Mr. Roberts was le�  unable to 
move, with both ankles injured from 
the drop.

 Fortunately, help was nearby with 
two other climbers, both of whom are 
members of the Llanberis Mountain 

Rescue Team. A� er calling for back 
up, an RAF rescue helicopter was sent 
out and Mr. Roberts was winched 
aboard the aircra�  and taken to Ysby-
ty Gwynedd in Bangor for treatment. 
It is believed by the mountain rescu-
ers that Mr.Roberts’ helmet probably 
saved his life.

Recovering from a broken ankle 
and bruising, Mr. Roberts, a life-long 
climber, said, “Even with experience 
of risk assessment and making deci-
sions, sometimes things just happen.”

A� er handing the 90-second video 
over to the British Mountaineering 

Council so that they could post it on 
their website, Mr. Roberts hopes that 
it will help promote the message that 
accidents can occur at any time to 
even the most experienced and well-
equipped climber.

BMC O�  cer for Wales and member 
of the Llanberis Rescue Team Elfyn 
Jones said of the incident: “I think 
the key message here is that accidents 
do happen, but that Mark was well 
equipped, wearing a helmet, and that 
probably saved his life.”

 by JOE KEEP

� e Pontio Company have bought 
a Bangor high street shop to support 
their presence within Bangor. � is 
follows the start of the construction 
of the Pontio project at the bottom 
of Glanrafon Hill, next to the Main 
Arts building of the university, with a 
completion date of May 2014, and the 
opening time to be sometime within 
September 2014. � e shop has no set 
usage yet, rather than to showcase 
Pontio events. So far it houses images 

of key events in the Pontio story, such 
as the laying of the foundation stone, 
the opening of the shop itself and the 
talkaoke.

Elen Robert, the artistic director of 
Pontio, stated that it was ‘crucial’ that 
Pontio had secured the high street lot 
as it made Pontio more ‘accessible, 
open, present and available’ round-
ing up that ‘putting a face on Pontio 
is really important’. In relation to the 
role the shop would play in the future, 
Elen commented that it would ful� l 
‘a bit of everything such as sharing 
information on the screens, regard-

ing upcoming events or showcasing 
events that had already happened. 
Also, with the marketing presence 
in the shop, people would be able to 
ask questions regarding all aspects of 
Pontio’. Overall the aim was to create 
a ‘warm welcoming environment’ for 
people. � e shop also provides anoth-
er area in which Pontio can advertise 
their events, as their current outlet is 
via the university (and Seren!), distri-
bution of � yers or booklets outlining 
the upcoming program, or through 
word of mouth.

With the construction � nally under-

way, John Hughes, Vice Chancellor of 
Bangor University, stated, ‘I’m prob-
ably the happiest to see it [being built]. 
It’s been a big problem for us over 
these past couple of years’. He sees the 
project as a good way in which to fuse 
the student and local communities as 
he told designers of the building ‘the 
Students Union has to stay within 
Pontio’ and believes the name, Can-
olfan Pontio, ‘has caught the imagi-
nation of people over the last couple 
of years’ and is happy to see it stay as 
the ‘meaning is perfect, we see it very 
much as a bridge to the community’.

Vice Chancellor pleased with the progress of Pontio site

Pontio sets up shop in 
Bangor High Street Members of People Against Wylfa 

B (PAWB), a group of anti-nuclear 
campaigners, staged a protest close 
to the Menai Suspension Bridge. � e 
group are opposed to the construc-
tion of a new nuclear power station 
on Anglesey by Horizon Nuclear 
Power. 

� e protest took place on the sec-
ond anniversary of the Fukishima 
disaster in Japan, when a tsunami 
struck the nuclear plant and dam-
aged four reactors, causing a dan-
gerous radiation leak. A spokesman, 
Dylan Morgan, said that the group’s 
purpose was “to underline the dan-
gers of nuclear power to humanity 
and the environment”.
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 NEWS

Drug Dealer jailed a� er 
death of young man

Anglesey Abattoir subject to 
buyout

by JOE KEEP

David � omas, a 20 year old 
man from Menai Bridge, has 
been jailed for three years fol-

lowing the death of 19 year old � om-
as Jones. � omas Jones died on 1st 
February a� er taking ecstasy, known 
as ‘green apples’ and cocaine supplied 
to him by � omas. While on a night 
out with friends at a pub in Llangefni, 
Jones purchased the drugs o�  � om-
as. A� er becoming unwell, Jones 
went to Ysbyty Gwynedd before dy-

ing. Jones had been purchasing drugs 
from � omas for two weeks prior to 
his death. Jones was an avid footballer, 
and Paul Owen, manager of Gwalch-
mai FC at the time, said ‘You couldn’t 
ask for a better chap. � omas loved his 
football. He always had a smile and is 
from a great family’. � e death has 
rocked the community of Llangefni.

� omas was described as a ‘proli� c 
source of drugs in Llangefni’ by Judge 
Niclas Parry. � omas’ activity spread 
to Bangor, with him admitting to sup-

plying between May last year up until 
February this year to unknown cus-
tomers. � omas was also detained by 
bouncers at a nightclub within Bangor 
last February and was in possession of 
9 ecstasy tablets and cocaine. � omas 
admitted to selling the drugs in order 
to fund his own addiction, having 
bought 600 of the ‘green apple’ ecstasy 
tablets for £200 and selling on 15 with 
some cocaine to Jones for £140. Judge 
Parry commented that, ‘You were sup-
plying and risking lives for personal 

pro� t’.
Det Ch Insp Andrew Williams, the 

leading inspector into the supply of 
the ‘green apples,’ urged people to 
remember that the investigation was 
undertaken a� er a tragedy, comment-
ing that, ‘� ere is no way a person 
purchasing a tablet at a party, festival 
or wherever can know what they are 
taking or how it will a� ect them. � e 
consequences can be immediate and 
severe’. 

Death of local 19-year old sparks major drug investigation

by THOMAS BICK-
ERDIKE

A lamb processing business on 
Anglesey in danger of being 
shut down could have up to 

350 jobs saved. Welsh Country Foods 
in Gaerwen had lost their contract 
with supermarket chain Asda, but a 
management buyout o� er is being 
considered by the site’s parent com-
pany, Dutch food � rm Vion. Vion, 
based in Eindhoven, took over from 
Grampian Foods back in 2008 when 
the plant employed approximately 
600 people.

If a deal is made, however, only be-
tween 50 and 70 jobs would be safe-
guarded, as just the slaughterhouse 
and boning departments will remain 
open.  Nevertheless, the site’s director 
Eddie Ennis has said that the business 
can possibly rebuild itself if the site 
remains open and functional. He said, 
“I’ve made a formal o� er that’s being 
looked upon in a good way because 
they would like to support a manage-
ment buyout.”

Vion have plans to close down the 
site unless a buyer can be found by 
April, when a 90 consultation with 
sta�  comes to an end, which started 

back in January. Gaerwen is not the 
only site a� ected, as Vion have previ-
ously announced that they were sell-
ing all of their operations in Britain.

� e Unite union has pledged to work 
“strenuously” to see whether or not a 
new business plan can be reached in 
order to save the jobs at risk. Spokes-
man Jamie Pritchard stated, “� e un-
ion welcomes this news and already 
have assurances from management 
about union recognition if the deal is 
completed. It is important the abattoir 
is retained.”

Anglesey MP Albert Owen said, “I 
welcome this news. Management buy-

outs have worked at other sites and 
most importantly it would mean the 
site is retained as a slaughterhouse.” 
Anglesey council leader Bryan Owen 
said that there would be a forthcom-
ing discussion about the future of 
Welsh Country Foods with Busi-
ness Minister Edwina Hart. Recently, 
nearly 3,000 jobs were safeguarded 
a� er meat suppliers bought-out three 
poultry and meat processing plants in 
Wales.

A number of other groups are in-
terested in taking over the plant, in-
cluding another Dutch food � rm and 
a company specialising in halal meat.

In Brief
Body found 
in Cardi�  

River
A body found in a river in South 

Wales is thought to be the remains of 
a missing local man. Ben � ompson, 
34, from Haverdfordwest, Pembro-
keshire, has been missing since 2nd 
February, and was last seen watch-
ing the Six Nations game between 
Wales and Ireland in Cardi� . Police 
have found a body in the River Ely, 
but it is yet to be formally identi� ed. 
Mr � ompson’s family have been 
informed. Earlier this month, police 
said that the search for Mr. � omp-
son had been scaled down. Up to 
50 police o�  cers had searched the 
Leckwith area for Mr � ompson, as 
well as along the River Ely in Cardi�  
Bay, but were unsuccessful.

A55 Closures
� e A55 has been involved in multi-

ple incidents in the past few weeks. On 
2nd March, tra�  c on the west-bound 
lanes came to a standstill when a cattle 
trailer jacknifed and overturned near 
Colwyn Bay. Both lanes were enclosed 
while the emergency services ensured 
the safety of both the driver and the 
animals; thankfully, there were no in-
juries. 

� en on 11th March, four vehi-
cles smashed into each other near St. 
Asaph Business Park, an incident from 
which the drivers were lucky to escape 
from with only minor injuries. � e 
road was closed and diversions put in 
place while the vehicles were recov-
ered and debris cleared from the road. 

Charity Con-
man jailed

A conman behind a charity to aid 
military veterans has been jailed for 
three years a� er stealing £125,000. 
Christopher James O’Neill, 51, from 
Colwyn Bay and a director of Forces 
for Good, admitted to what the judge 
called a ‘sophisticated scam’. Council 
� nance chiefs fear that they may never 
recover the bulk of the money. Mike 
Halstead, head of audit and procure-
ment at Conwy Council said: “We are 
working with the Crown Prosecution 
Service to seek to recover the sums 
paid. However, as no assets have been 
identi� ed and there are other credi-
tors, it is unlikely that a substantial 
amount will be repaid.” 

During the trial Judge Niclas Parry-
also noted that it was a matter of con-
cern the Welsh Government approved 
a grant ‘without even basic checks’, and  
also criticised bank o�  cials who knew 
cash was being transferred from the 
Forces for Good account to McNeill’s 
personal account. 

Management buyout of Welsh Country Foods could save hundreds of jobs
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POLITICS
SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE DEBATE

� e Beginning of the End for the UK?

by CONOR SAVAGE

The issue of Scottish independ-
ence is extremely decisive, 
as there is no middle ground 

to stand on. You must either back a 
Scottish exit from the union or stand 
against it with the aim of keeping the 
union intact. � is is mirrored by the 
question being put forward in the 
2014 referendum. A� er much political 
discussion, both within Holyrood and 

Westminster, the Edinburgh Agree-
ment signed by First Minister Alex 
Salmond and Prime Minister David 
Cameron, has set the 2014 referen-
dum question as a simple yes or no, 
as to whether Scotland stays within 
the union. � e actual wording of the 
question is: “Should Scotland be an 
independent country?”. � is question 
has come about as the pre� x of: “Do 
you agree” was thought to be too in-
� uencing on voter choices.

� is referendum has seen a number 
of changes brought in those eligible 
to vote in it, and the powers of the 
Scottish Parliament, with the aim of 
improving its legitimacy. Firstly, six-
teen and seventeen year olds are be-
ing allowed to vote in the referendum, 
on the basis that the vote will have a 

signi� cant impact upon the future 
of Scotland, and by extension them. 
� is is on top of those already over 
the age of eighteen who can vote in 
Scottish Parliamentary elections and 
some four hundred thousand people 
who reside in Scotland, getting a vote 
as well. However eight hundred thou-
sand Scottish people, who reside out-
side of Scotland, will not get a vote in 
the referendum. Also, since Scotland 
does not have the right to call a refer-

endum, as constitutional matters have 
not been devolved, the Scottish Parlia-
ment will be granted limited powers, 
using the same Parliamentary Act that 
set it up, to launch a referendum, as to 
prevent any legal disputes over wheth-
er or not the referendum is binding.

England and Scotland were brought 
into union together through � e Acts 
of Union. � ere were two Acts of 
Parliament. � e � rst was the Union 
with Scotland Act of 1706, which was 
passed by the Parliament of England. 
� e second was the Union with Eng-
land Act, which was passed in 1707 by 
the Parliament of Scotland. � ese two 
Acts of Parliament put into e� ect the 
terms of the Treaty of Union, that were 
agreed upon on the 22nd of July 1706, 
following negotiation between repre-

sentatives of the English Parliament 
and the Scottish Parliament. � e Acts 
of Parliament joined the Kingdom of 
England and the Kingdom of Scotland 
into a single United Kingdom, named 
Great Britain. � ey ceased to be sepa-
rate states, with separate legislatures, 
who shared the same monarch, and 
became a united nation.

� e Scottish independence move-
ment began as soon as the uni� cation 
of the two states took place. � is was 
due to the fact that many members 
of the Scottish public were horri� ed 
by the claim that the Scots who put 
their names to the Act of Union had 
been bribed by English o�  cials, in 
an attempt to force the union to take 
place. With famed Scottish bard Rob-
ert Burns, stating that: “We are bought 
and sold for English gold. Such a par-
cel of rogues in a nation”. � e modern 
independence movement only began 

in 1934, with the establishment of the 
Scottish National Party, or SNP. � e 
SNP was formed via the uni� cation 
of the Scottish Party and the National 
Party of Scotland. � e party has gone 
through very turbulent times over the 
past few decades, but in 2007, man-
aged to secure their � rst electoral vic-
tory, and formed a minority govern-

ment. � ey then went on to win an 
overall majority at Holyrood, the site 
of the Scottish Parliament, in the 2011 
election. � is successfully secured a 
mandate for its longed for independ-
ence referendum.

However if it is successful in its cam-
paign for independence, it will raise 
a lot of questions, with no predeter-
mined answers. Firstly, what is to be 
done with the Scottish members of 
the UK’s military? Are they to leave 
and form a Scottish military, or stay 
with the UK and the UK military is 
de facto the Scottish military? Will 
Scotland be granted membership of 
the EU as soon as it gains independ-
ence, or will it have to go through 
the same application process as new 
members? � ese questions don’t have 
easy answers, as this is a unique situa-
tion that we are facing. � at is why the 
campaigns on either side of the vote 

will carry so much weight as, in this 
case, the vote that people will place 
will have to come from their heart as 
much as their head.

Supporters of Scottish independence in a nighttime march in an attempt to 
persuade people to vote yes in the 2014 independence referendum.

THE SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT BEGAN AS 

SOON AS THE UNIFICATION OF THE TWO STATES TOOK PLACE

YOU MUST EITHER BACK A SCOTTISH EXIT FROM THE UNION 

OR STAND AGAINST IT WITH THE AIM OF KEEPING THE UNION 

INTACT

SHOULD SCOTLAND BECOME 
INDEPENDENT, OR WILL THE 

UNION CRUMBLE WITHOUT IT?  
SEND YOUR ANSWERS TO 
politics@seren.bangor.ac.uk

74%
of people voted in 

favour of a scottish 
parliament.

2007
the year the snp gained 
enough votes to form a 
majority government.

24% 
of voters said they 
were undecided in a 

recent poll on 
independence.

48%
of people in a recent 
poll said they oppose 

independence.
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by TOM VINCETT

Scientists from the University 
of East Anglia (UEA) have re-
cently discovered far larger deer 

populations than had been previously 
estimated and suggested an increase 
in their culling. Although deer num-
bers had appeared to be controlled 
within management areas this has 
been shown to actually be a result of 
emigration from these sources into the 
wider landscape.

 Without an escalation of control 
methods this study predicted continu-
ous increases in populations and more 
widespread negative impacts from the 
animals. Six species of deer are present 

in the UK but only the roe (Capreolus 
capreolus) and red (Cervus elaphus) 
are native. Deer numbers and distri-
bution are now greater than they have 
been at any time in the past 1000 years, 
possibly due to milder winters. � ey 
are known to damage crops and for-
estry, carry Lyme’s disease, cause traf-
� c accidents and impact negatively on 
woodland birds. Current culling oper-
ations kill approximately 350 000 deer 
per year but the UEA report shows this 
level of culling is based on inaccurate 
estimations and totally ine� ective at 
reducing numbers. One of the UAE 
scientists, Paul Dolman, suggested a 
regular cull of about 750 000 animals, 
representing 50 - 60% of the total UK 

population. Peter Walton, director 
of � e Deer Initiative, an organisa-
tion which promotes the sustainable 
management of deer in England and 
Wales, has emphasised that the UAE 
study took place in one speci� c area 
and should not necessarily be extrapo-
lated for the entire UK. � e Scottish 
Gamekeepers Association responded 
to the study in vociferous indignation 
with claims that thousands of people 
in the deer-stalking industry could 
lose their livelihoods if the proposed 
cull were to happen. All of this comes 
at a time when the government’s ten-
dentious badger cull prepares to begin 
this summer in two pilot operations in 
Gloucestershire and Somerset. � ese 

culls will kill more than 70% of each 
areas’ populations and continue for 
four years. � e goal is to reduce bo-
vine tuberculosis which has drasti-
cally a� ected beef and dairy cattle 
but the science linking badgers to this 
problem is questionable. � ousands 
of people have petitioned against the 
cull yet the controversial environment 
secretary, Owen Patterson, stated that 
there would be “...no further delays 
this year.” No doubt any plans to in-
crease deer culling would be equally 
contentious but at least their meat 
could provide a low cholesterol source 
of protein whereas not many people 
will eat badger.

by LAURA DOODY
AS THE price of fossil fuels goes 

up there is an increasing demand for 
cheap, renewable energy, and what 
better way to meet this demand than 
from our everyday waste. Energy-
from-waste is a developing idea that 
aims to reduce the amount of waste 
going to land� ll and reduce our de-
pendence upon oil and gas, thus kill-
ing two birds with one stone.

A 25,000 tonne anaerobic digester 
is nearing completion on Anglesey. 
In the plant, bacteria will break down 
food waste in the absence of oxygen 
to generate methane or ‘biogas’, which 
can be burned for electricity or used as 
a natural gas substitute; the material 
remaining a� er digestion can be used 
as fertilizer for agricultural land, and 
so no waste is generated from this pro-
cess.� e plant was approved planning 
permission in December 2009, despite 
local concerns over smell, ‘unsightli-
ness’ and risk of explosion. However 
these concerns were found to ‘unwar-
ranted’ by the Environment Agency 
Wales, who are adamant that the plant 
will conform to strict standards.

� e plant will be the � rst of its kind 
for Anglesey, but may become the � rst 
of many as the UK looks to increase 
its energy production by renewable 
sources and reduce its waste.

Renewable 
Energy for 
Anglesey

by AL HULLEY
RUSSIAN scientists have laid claim 

to the discovery of a new type of bac-
teria in Lake Vostok. � is is the largest 
sub-glacial lake in Antarctica moreo-
ver it has been isolated from the sur-
face for millions of years. In this inhos-
pitable environment 4km of ice were 
drilled through to recover samples 
which were expected to contain undis-
covered microbial life. One bacterium 
retrieved contained DNA that is less 
than 86% similar to previous existing 
forms, 90% di� ering DNA is the usual 
cut o�  point for a new species claim. 
Despite this closer analysis is vital to 
conclude a new species discovery.

Drilling 
for new 

life

by ALISON CROSS

We know spring is on its way 
when we start hearing the 
familiar sound of “buzzz”, 

but recently these friendly bees have 
been declining. Bees are major pol-
linators of wild� owers, arable and 
horticulture crops and there are 24 
di� erent species in the UK. In Europe 
these insect pollinators have an esti-
mated value of €14.2 billion. With less 
hedgerows and wild� ower meadows, 
bee habitat’s and food supplies have 
severely shrunk. � is is mainly due 
to an increase in intensi� ed farming 
techniques, climate change, competi-
tion with non-native bee species and 
human population increase. Bees are 
keystone species and highly linked 
pollinators, so their removal would 
therefore cause a big decline in plant 

species diversity as well as on our food 
crops.

In the world, bees help cross pol-
linate 30% of world crops, such as 
beans, peas, raspberries and tomatoes. 
Bees also pollinate 90% of world’s wild 
� owers, which provide a colourful 
landscape. Without bees, food prices 
could go up even more and our coun-
tryside would look rather dull.

British gardens are the biggest lifeline 
to saving bees, no matter how small 
your garden is. Planting bee-friendly 
� owers which are high in pollen and 
nectar will make a big di� erence. � is 
is what Bangor’s gardening societies 
(STAG, HOGsoc and BUFS) are cur-
rently doing. You can also help by sup-
porting the Bumblebee Conservation 
Trust (bumblebeeconservation.org).

Farmers are encouraged, through 
agri-environmental schemes, to leave 

� eld margins for wildlife use, with 
no pesticides or crops. � is provides 
more nesting sites and food resources 
for bees. New pesticide ranges are 
also being invested in, to be more 
target-speci� c compounds, which 
don’t cause harm to bees. � ere is cur-
rently a Common Agriculture Policy 
(CAP) reform vote occurring on 13th 
March, which holds the future of the 
EU farming policy. A number of envi-
ronmental conservation organisations 
are encouraging MEPs to vote for a 
greener agriculture policy to bene� t 
biodiversity and sustainable farming. 
� is could help increase Europe’s bee 
populations.

So the next time you dig into your 
beans on toast, just think of the little 
buzzy insects that have helped put that 
substantial meal together!

UK Faces Deer Cull

Declining Bee Populations
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by GEMMA SIMMONS

The annual dolphin slaughter 
drive in Taiji, Japan takes place 
from September through to 

May, killing thousands of cetaceans 
for the dolphin meat industry, mostly 
bottlenose dolphins. However recent 
numbers show that this slaughter 
may be declining, much to the relief 
of animal rights activists worldwide. 
� e season ending May 2009 showed 
numbers of slaughtered dolphins at 
1,484, while in the season ending 2012 
numbers had dropped dramatically 
to between 726 and 786. It has been 
the subject of much controversy in 
recent years, mostly due to the award 
winning documentary ‘� e Cove’ 

by whistle-blower and animal rights 
activist Ric O’ Barry. Other non-gov-
ernment organisations such as the 
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, 
founded by Paul Watson, have joined 
forces to try and stop the slaugh-
ter that they describe as ‘inhumane’. 
� is year, they have raised even more 
awareness by setting up live feeds on 
social networking sites so that the 
world can watch what happens in the 
cove live.

As well as selling dolphin meat, Ja-
pan also sells live dolphins to trainers 
around the world making them the 
biggest supplier of live cetaceans to 
marine parks and funding a multi-
billion dollar dolphin entertainment 

industry. � e captive dolphin industry 
is the main economic driving force be-
hind the annual massacre and US dol-
phinariums alone represent an $8.4 
billion industry, with live dolphins 
selling for up to $200,000 each.

Since the release of � e Cove Japan 
has received a lot of bad press, as it 
emerged that le� -over dolphin meat, 
which is o� en contaminated with high 
levels of mercury, was being placed 
in supermarkets and ‘mislabelled’ as 
expensive whale meat, leaving buy-
ers oblivious to what goes on in their 
own town. A recent discovery sparked 
worldwide outrage, when the govern-
ment were found to be paying whalers 
subsidies from funds including that 

from Japanese tax payers and dona-
tions for tsunami relief.

� e Japanese government defends 
the drive as part of their ‘cultural her-
itage’ and there is still no international 
law protecting dolphins. � e inter-
national whaling commission (IWC) 
a� ords no protection for 71 out of 
80 known cetacean species, meaning 
Japan and countries alike can legally 
kill them by the thousands. Ric O’ 
Barry and activists around the world 
are hoping to see an all time low in 
slaughter numbers for this season 
which ends in May 2013.

TAIJI DOLPHIN
SLAUGHTER DECLINING

CHINA’S cancer villages are being 
targeted in the � rst 5 year plan for en-
vironmental damaging chemicals re-
leased earlier this year. In 2009 forty of 
these areas were plotted onto Google 
maps and since then awareness and 
data has grown, with over 450 villages 
recognised as being at risk. Since 1970 
the deaths in china caused by cancers 
has risen over 80%, caused by industri-
al pollutants released into streams and 
water.� e Ministry for Environment 
protection released a statement say-
ing that, "Chemicals have been found 
in some rivers, lakes, inshore waters, 
as well as in animals and human bod-
ies in recent years," and expressed the 
need to "….guard against and control 
risks presented by chemicals to the en-
vironment during the 12th Five-Year 
period…”� e vast expansion of Chi-
na’s industry and economy since the 
1970’s has brought with it an equally 
vast number of environmental issues, 
but this radical shi�  towards a green 
China could be the pivot needed.

China’s 
cancer 
villages

by BECKI WATSON
A HISTORIC measure that will pro-

tect three species of critically endan-
gered sharks has passed in Bangkok. 
� e Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Flora and Fauna (CITIES) agreed to 
ban all international trade on the oce-
anic whitetip, the porbeagle and three 
types of hammerhead sharks unless 
shipments are accompanied by docu-
mentation showing they were caught 
legally. Around 7 percent of sharks 
are killed each year, according to a pa-
per in the Marine Policy journal this 
year, an unsustainable amount that is 
threatening certain populations with 
extinction. Although the bill could 
still be overturned at a later date, cos-
ervationists are hailing is as a break-
through for prevention of over � shing. 

Hope for
 endangered 

sharks 

AFTER the Fukushima nuclear 
disaster, Japan have been sinking 
funding into alternative energy 
sources, and they’ve developed a 
technology to harvest a huge cache 
of slushy, combustible ice lying 
buried in the ocean � oor. � ese 
methyl hydrates have the potential 
to meet Japan’s gas need and tech-
nological developments could lead 
to a closed carbon system where 
the carbon dioxide produced in 
combustion is pumped back down 
below the sea bed. � is could have 
serious rami� cations; collapses in 
these structures has historically 
caused tsunamis and, could a� ect 
the stability of sea bed pipelines or 
oil rigs.

Fire from 
Ice

by LAURA JONES

For the seventh year, Earth Hour 
is back. Organised by WWF, 
Earth Hour � rst began in 2007, 

when 2.2 million residents in Sydney 
turned o�  all non-essential lights, 
along with 2,100 businesses. Follow-
ing from this example, in 2008 Earth 
Hour is observed in 371 cities and 
towns in more than 35 countries glob-
ally. A rough estimate concludes that 
somewhere between 50 million and 
100 million people participated in 
this year. Constantly expanding, last 
year Earth Hour cemented itself as the 
largest voluntary action for the envi-

ronment, with more than 6950 cities 
and towns across 152 countries and 
territories taking part.

Earth Hour is an event attempting to 
unite people against climate change, 
switching o�  their lights for just one 
hour a year. You can either participate 
in the event as an individual, or you 
can become part of an organisation, 
gathering together a team of people to 
collectively switch o�  your lights. You 
are able to become part of the commu-
nity online via http://earthhour.org/ 
and can also get involved speci� cally 
through the country in which you will 
be taking part. With celebrity ambas-

sadors including McFly, it is clear to 
see that this year’s Earth Hour is set to 
be as successful as ever, if not more so.

It is an amazing way to contribute to 
tackling environmental issues, while 
also getting all of your friends and 
family involved. � is year I will be 
participating in my fourth Earth Hour, 
spending the hour as I usually do, and 
attempting to read a book by candle-
light without becoming a � re hazard. 
� ough the typical way to take part 
in Earth Hour is to simply turn your 
lights o� , it can become even more 
fun and insightful to avoid all electric-
ity, turning o�  the television and the 

computers to appreciate a temporary 
lack of technology.

� is year’s Earth Hour will be tak-
ing place at 8:30pm on March 23rd. I 
would de� nitely recommend getting 
involved, it’s a great experience leav-
ing you feeling just that little bit bet-
ter for contributing to something with 
the power to make a positive e� ect. 
You can sign up to show your support 
online, and also on twitter through 
the link https://twitter.com/earthhour 
and the hash tag #DoItIn� eDark

EARTH HOUR
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� e drug industry’s big secret 

by ADAM MORRIS  

Doctors rely on the results of 
clinical trials to know wheth-
er a drug is safe and e� ective 

to prescribe, and patients trust in 
that prescription. But these clinical 
trials are conducted by pharmaceuti-
cal companies who are riddled with 
corruption. A new campaign spear-
headed by Ben Goldacre, author of 
Bad Pharma, and supported by vari-
ous medical and patient groups, aims 
to change that.

What’s the problem?
Evidence from clinical trials is the 

most important factor for doctors 
deciding whether to prescribe treat-
ments, but these trials are conducted 
by the same pharmaceutical compa-
nies who created the drugs, and they 
do everything they can to skew the 
results in their favour.

Clinical trials usually work by split-

ting a group of people, giving half 
one treatment, the other other half 
the new treatment, and looking for a 
di� erence. Pharmaceutical companies 
bias the process by choosing small and 
unrepresentative samples of people to 
test on and pitting their drugs against 
a treatments known to be fairly use-
less, o� en at ridiculously low or high 
doses. As soon as they get the results 
they want, they cut trials short, ob-
scuring any risk of long-term e� ects. 
When the results come in, they will 
then use statistical methods to exag-
gerate the e� ects, and hide anything 
that went wrong.

All this combines to make trials 
heavily biased towards positive results 
for the new drug, which are then pub-
lished, and everyone hails the miracu-
lous new treatment.

But sometimes all this fails; the 
drug really is useless, less e� ective 
than what’s already out there, or even 

harmful, and no amount of bias can 
change it. When this happens, phar-
maceutical companies simply hide the 
results and pretend it never happened. 
All of which is completely legal.

But why does this 
matter?
It matters because the corrupt prac-

tices of the pharmaceutical industry 
wastes huge amounts of taxpayers 
money, and risks harming patients 
with ine� ective or damaging drugs.

In the UK, an estimated £500 mil-
lion has been spent by the NHS on 
stockpiling Tami� u, a drug designed 
to reduce the severity and length of 
� u. � is was done despite the pharma-
ceutical company Roche deliberately 
concealing the results of 60% of their 
Tami� u trials, including some which 
compared the drug to a non-e� ective 
placebo.

What can be done?
Corruption in pharmaceutical com-

panies is clearly a huge problem, but 
there are signs of change. A campaign 
called AllTrials, supported by various 
medical groups and institutions, has 
been putting pressure on pharmaceu-
tical companies to change their act, 
and start publishing all their results, 
in the hope that facing public scrutiny 
will encourage better practice, and it 
looks like it’s working. GlaxoSmith-
Kline, one of the world’s largest phar-
maceutical companies, has admitted 
to concealing data on drugs, and has 
promised to publicly publish all of 
their clinical trial results.

If you want to help bring about the 
change, I strongly encourage you head 
to alltrials.net , and sign their petition. 
With enough support, it could change 
our medical system for the better.

by ADAM MORRIS  
DOCTORS in Mississippi appear to 

have successfully cured HIV in a two-
year-old, who was born with the virus 
but now tests negative, a� er a triple-
blast of anti-retroviral drugs.

� e mother of the baby only received 
her HIV-positive result during labour, 
far too late in her pregnancy for the 
doctors to carry out standard proce-
dure, so doctors treated the baby with 
three di� erent anti-retroviral drugs 
immediately a� er birth. 

Despite initially testing positive, lev-
els of HIV in the child’s bloodstream 
were undetectable a� er only a month. 
Doctors then lost contact with the 
mother and child, and it wasn’t until a 
year later that they were retested.

Remarkably, the child showed no 
signs of HIV in its system, even on the 
most sensitive tests, despite receiving 
no treatment since the original course.

While this is currently a unique inci-
dent, and the same system could not be 
applied to adults, checks and rechecks 
of the results con� rm that they doctors 
have e� ected a functional cure, a result 
which gives hope for the future.

A cure for 
HIV?

by ADAM MORRIS  
FOSSIL hunters in the high Arctic 

made an exciting discovery this week; 
fossilised fragments of bone from a 
long extinct species of camel, which 
once made the forests of Ellesmere Is-
land its home.

Camels actually originated in North 
America, 45 million years ago, and 
crossed into Asia via the Bering Strait 
around 7 million years ago, but they 
have since gone extinct in their origi-
nal territory. � e camel fossils found 
on Ellesmere Island suggest a camel 
which stood 3 metres tall at the hump, 
a whole third taller than modern 
dromedary (single hump) camels.

� e discovery sheds further light 
on the evolution of camels; it is pos-
sible that their wide, � at feet and fatty 
hump, long thought to be desert adap-
tations, may have actually evolved to 
help camels survive the harsh Arctic 
winter.

Giant camels 
in the Arctic

by ADAM MORRIS  

This year sees the return of Ban-
gor Science Festival, a series of 
events running from 15th-22nd 

March with interactive demonstra-
tions, debates, talks and activities for 
all ages. � e Hidden Worlds Exhibi-
tion takes place on Saturday 16th, and 
welcomes visitors into university sci-
ence facilities including the aquarium 
and natural history museum, as well as 
tours and talks on the cutting-edge re-
search taking place in the North West 
Cancer Research Institute. Amongst 
a variety of � lms, talks and activities, 
there is also an exhibition of science 
photography and art.

For those wanting to get their hands 
dirty, there is a Wild Science Day at 
Treborth Botanic Garden on Sunday 
17th, with family-friendly activities 
like moth watching, pond dipping and 
bug hunting. � ere is also a guided 
walk around Cwm Idwal, a lake which 
has been historically important in ge-

ology research, and inspired scientists 
such as Charles Darwin.

� e university continues its com-
mitment to engaging with the public, 
with a range of educational and career-
focused activities for local schools, and 
an interview with Nobel Prize winner 
Dame Jocelyn Bell-Burnell, which is to 
be broadcast on the BBC Radio Wales’ 
Science Cafe programme. � ere will 
also be a public talk on ‘the wettest 
drought on record’ by world expert 
Prof. Geraint Vaughan, investigating 
the high rainfall and � ooding of 2012.

Organisers say “� e aim of Bangor 
Science Festival is to get everyone talk-
ing about, and engaging with science.

“Getting the next generation inter-
ested in Science is so important to us, 
science and technology is exciting and 
we want everyone to come and experi-
ence the groundbreaking science that 
is happening in Bangor University 
every day.”

If you are interested in � nding out 
more about the events, go to www.
bangor.ac.uk/bangorsciencefestival for 
more information.
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GOT A GREAT IDEA?

Ever thought of pitching an idea 
to Dragon’s Den or been sure 
you could stand up to Sir Alan 

on The Apprentice? Well now’s your 
chance to showcase that great mind 
full of business ideas of yours.

Inventorium’s new SWEQUITY Ex-
change Wales is looking for ‘Idea 
Owners’ to join forces with industry 
professionals and entrepreneurs. 
Over a � ve week period, of which 
only one day a week is essential, you 
could learn exactly how to turn your 
startup into income. From there you 
can get onto the accelerator pro-
gram and make your ideas a reality.

You may be wondering whether 
or not this is something that is re-
ally suited to students. The answer 
is de� nitely yes. The SWEQUITY ex-
change puts you, the Idea Owner, 
in a room full of experts from which 
you can handpick your team. The 
� ve weeks come with free o�  ce 
space in Parc Menai and bring you 
to the attention of potential inves-
tors. What easier way to get your 

idea propelled?
A short application form, due 

in before 26th March, is all that’s 
standing between you and success. 
The program has just con� rmed its 
a�  liation with the Bangor Employ-
ability Award meaning that just 
being involved will give you a mas-
sive 25 points to take with you after 
graduation.

If you don’t have an idea but still 
want to be involved then why not 
think about being a part of the ex-
ecution teams? SWEQUITY relies 
heavily on the involvement of pas-
sionate people from a variety of 
di� erent mediums. So if you are 
enthusiastic about design, market-
ing or anything else that you think 
could be a real asset then get in 
touch or � ll out a short application 
form (again due by 26th March).

The Inventorium team are on 
hand to answer any questions you 
may have an can be contacted on 
01248 675013 or by email: dyfan@
inventorium.org

...WHY NOT TURN IT INTO REALITY WITH 
SWEQUITY EXCHANGE WALES?

APPLICATIONS CLOSE 26TH MARCH

3 easy steps 
to applying

1. CHOOSE AN IDEA

2. BE PASSIONATE 
ABOUT IT.

3. APPLY!

“MATCHING A TEAM AROUND AN IDEA - AND GIVING IT THE SHORT, SHARP EFFORT 
AND EXPERTISE NEEDED TO CONVINCINGLY PITCH AND SECURE INVESTMENT - WHY 
HASN’T ANYONE DONE THIS BEFORE?”
         JACK MUIR GRAY OF THE DATA EXCHANGE
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COMMENT

by HARRIET WELLER

What did one drunken 
student say to the toast-
people? ‘Toast, that’s like 

bread!?’
Ever stumbled across the toast man/

woman as you struggle up that in-
famous Bangor hill of a night out? 
We’ve all seen them, we’ve all had that 
glorious buttery goodness given to us 
and exclaimed ‘FREE TOAST’ and 
suddenly become best friends with 
those mysterious students.

Have you ever wondered who they 
are? Ever wondered why they do 
what they do?

We are a group of students just like 
you, meeting together to make and 
hand out toast. We do this because 
we are a students who feel the love of 
God, and want to share this with you. 

Whilst we love serving you through 

feeding you up, we want to go beyond 
the toast and share with you what we 
believe.

We are the Christian Union.

What do we believe?
Life. Truth. Love.
� e life that Christ has given us, 

not living for ourselves, but living for 
God.

Truth, belief in the one truth that 
God loves us beyond compare and 
sent his son Jesus to die for us.

Love, a sinner loved called to love.

Do you want to go beyond the toast?

Come and Uncover Easter with us 
in our week of events. Check out our 
facebook: Bangor University Chris-
tian Union, and our twitter: @Ban-
gorCU for more information on how 
to get involved.

What did one piece of toast say to the 
other piece of toast? Oh Crumbs!

Ida is an international student 
working in liasion with the 
international o�  ce . Every 
issue she’ll write about her 

experiences in Bangor.

by IDA VÄISÄNEN
STUDYING at University  in your 
second language can be seen as 
frightening. I’ve been described as 
‘brave’ for taking up the challenge 
of studying in English. 

Today I asked my friend ‘Can my 
foreignness be heard from my 
speech?’ The answer was imme-
diate - yes. ‘When can you hear it 
then?’ I got a long list of examples 
including weird pronunciation and 
grammar mistakes. Prepositions 
seem to be my weak spot. (Why do 
you say ON the train instead of in 
the train? You are INSIDE the train!)

I get asked often ‘What language 
do you think in?’ (Usually after the 
question do I think at all.) My think-
ing consists of a weird mixture of 
Finnish and English. Same thing 
with dreams. People are pretty 
impressed by that, but they never 
get to see when I ask the stupidest 
things. Like what’s that hairy, bark-
ing thing? A dog, that’s it!

Some words of the English lan-
guage amaze me. Take the word 
carpenter for an example. It took 
me awhile to realize that their job 
description has nothing to do with 
carpets. Now the question arises, 
why not? Wouldn’t it be easier to 
just call the carpet-installers car-
penters? (And don’t reason with 
me by saying that it doesn’t make 
sense, because from the second 
language point of view it totally 
does!)

Another thing that puzzles me 
are some English words. Or more to 
the point, the lack of them. This lan-
guage seems to have saved time by 
using a same word to represent ab-
solutely everything. My worst cur-
rent enemy is the word pudding. 
Silly me, thinking that it would 
mean only a chocolate pudding. It 
can also mean a Yorkshire pudding, 
or a dessert in general. Or the word 
drill! It can be used as two types of 
verb and no less than four types of 
nouns that include an African ba-
boon, as well as a shallow trench 
in the soil. You think I’m brave? I’d 
raise my � ctional hat to people who 
use English as a third language!

Maybe I should just give up and 
join the La Coruna discussion group 
to brush up on my English in a fun 
way. The group meets every Thurs-
day from 4PM at the Teras Cafe 
Lounge and English is practised in a 
form of meaningful conversations, 
topics chosen by the students. All 
overseas students are welcome!

Lost in 
Translation

by MATT JACKSON

As another year of SU elections 
passes us by, many students, 
and the Students’ Union, are 

wondering about the feasibility of a 
24 hour library; something a lot of 
other universities already have. Whilst 
Bangor has a 24 hour computer room, 
the library currently closes its doors at 
9pm leaving students battling against 
time in the pre-deadline rush.

In fact, reports suggest that almost 
a quarter of UK universities have li-
braries that are open around the clock 

allowing students to study whenever 
they like. � e concept of a 24 hour li-
brary has become more popular now 
with the increase of tuition fees, and 
the increased demand for value for 
money.

� e 24 hour library is something 
that the Students’ Union has felt is 
important enough to include in their 
manifesto for the year.  � ere is cur-
rently a survey monkey that can be 
found at https://www.surveymonkey.
com/s/ourmanifesto designed to col-
lect the student opinion on the topic. 
In fact, the idea of a 24 hour library 

has now been discussed amongst the 
student population for two years.

� ird year student Lucy Barrett said, 
“Being a student is more of a voca-
tion than a job. If the university wants 
to support its students’ work ethic, 
it should make its facilities available 
24/7”

While a 24 hour library would be a 
fair outlay for a University, who are 
trying to make cuts in most areas, 
it is something that a lot of students 
feel is important. Whilst it is good to 
be able to go to the library during the 
normal working hours, many students 

who have jobs, or other commitments, 
want to be able to factor their studies 
around their lives.

� e 24 hour library started with 
the University of Bath, who in 1996 
opened their doors around-the-clock 
during term time. But no doubt in the 
run-up to Easter and with exams just 
around the corner, a majority of Ban-
gor Students would consider it a good 
result if the University would just 
trial opening the library in its busiest 
times.

 24hr Library Finally In Sight?

Talks of  a 24hr library for a second year in a row, but will we get it this time? 
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Please, Not Again Blackboard
by CHARLOTTE PARKER

Essay deadlines, exams, catching 
up on lecture notes are all part 
and parcel really when you’re 

a student; we wouldn’t get anywhere 
without our trusty Bangor Blackboard!

Why is it then that at times when 
we need is most, it’s unavailable or 
crashed! I.T try to tell us that it’s due to 
so many di� erent servers being used at 
the same time, but surely a university 
should be prepared for that kind of 
problem? 

Instead, the system decides to wait 
until our most important dates of 
the year; exam time and assignment 
deadline days to be completely unac-
cessible. Should we have to put up 
with these faults or, is this just another 
problem to add to the list? 

Having spoken to students that 
have experienced this problem on a 
number of occasions, surely there is 
something that can be done to sort 
this out! � e majority of opinions fall 
back on the excuse of limited funding 
provided by the university. With ex-
penses being placed in more “needed 
facilities” within the University, is it 
simply not an option to invest in a bet-
ter online server. Despite this being a 
popular problem for many students, 
blackboard does receive some praise 
for its accessibility and assistance. 
With remarks on its speed for submit-
ting work, and its download capacity, 
maybe Blackboard is actually worth its 
weight in gold?  

by SINNEAD TOWEY

The University has made the 
pledge that all clubs and soci-
eties are free to join this year, 

and has provided resources to the 
Students’ Union to pass on to you. 

Despite claiming that they have 
“examined” each society’s � nancial 
situation, and how much they need 
to run e� ectively, there are still some 
clubs feeling more than left out of 

the loop. 
 Both the Snow Sports and Cheer-

leading teams are just two of the 
societies which are not adequately 
funded by the University. 

The captain of the cheerleading 
team Katie Huck has commented, 
“As cheerleading is not considered a 
competitive sport, we do not receive 
crucial funding. This means that we 
have to organise lots of fund-rais-
ing events which can be extremely 
stressful and time consuming. We 
have, however, had a pretty decent 
grant this year from the AU, but it has 

only been enough to cover the cost 
of buses. We have to pay for every-
thing else like competition entry fees 
which are forty pounds each, and we 
have to do three. We also have to pay 
for hotels and kits out of our own 
pocket which as you can imagine can 
be a huge � nancial burden.”  

It’s worth noting that Bangor’s 
cheerleading team, despite having 
to fund their own competitions, has 
so far this year managed to gain four 

1st place positions out of the 5 
they have participated in and a more 
than respectable 2nd place.  

The AU states that, “Although you 
are no longer allowed to charge a 
membership fee, you are still able to 
raise sponsorship through competi-
tions (such as ra�  es) and to charge 
match or facility fees. If students have 
to complete a pro� ciency course be-
fore they take part in your activity, 
you are also allowed to charge to 
cover those costs. Students can also 
expect to buy their own personal-
ised kit.”

Cheers For Nothing

We de-server a better system! You are constantly down blackboard, and so are we!

A�G����
����!!!

Despite an increase in University 
funding, some societies still feel-
ing left short changed.

We have, however, had a pretty decent 
grant this year from the AU, but it has only 

been enough to cover the cost of buses.”
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Between the mad rush of dead-
line dates and exams, and the 
hectic student social life, it is 

easy to take your health for granted. 
However, if you do � nd yourself in 
need of medical advice, the Student 
Health Clinic is here to help. 

� e Student Health Clinic organ-
ises drop-in sessions every Monday 
and Wednesday from 10am until 
2pm, and can provide a wealth of 
information on any health concern. 
Its services include: advice on con-
traception and free condoms, free 
preganancy testing and advice, blood 
pressure testing, advice on weight 
management, asthma management 
and � rst aid (unfortunately, the Stu-
dent Health Clinic is unable to issue 
prescriptions or medication as of 
yet). � is con� dential service is open 
to all students and doesn’t require 
an appointment. Future plans for 
the clinic include having a ‘late-stop’ 
drop in on Ffriddoedd site, and to 
stock emergency and regular contra-
ception, although this may take until 
the next academic year. Students can 
also look out for Learning Lounge 
drop-ins this spring on contracep-
tion and cervical screening, as well 
as the new Choose Well Campaign, 
which aims to encourage people to 
choose the right NHS service if they 
become ill or injured. 

UNION

We've had some reports of at-
tacks and assaults (verbal 
and physical) on students 

around Bangor recently. Bangor Stu-
dents' Union and Bangor University 
Student Support Services urge any 
students who experience or witness 
an incident like this to report it to the 
police. � is way we can not only sup-
port you, but also lobby the University 
and the Council for better campus and 
street lighting, more CCTV and more 
Security/Police patrols. 

If you aren't sure how to report an in-
cident, or would like some support to 
do so, there are people who can help:

· Shôn Prebble (VP Education & 
Welfare, Students’ Union) – shon.
prebble@bangorstudents.com / 01248 

388019
·    Steph Barbaresi (Student Support 

Services) – steph.barbaresi@bangor.
ac.uk / 01248 382023

·  Your Personal Tutor – ask at your 
School if you’re not sure who they are!

Security are available 24 hours a day 
by calling 01248 382795, or by visiting 
the Main Arts building.

� e Students’ Union has a limited 
supply of personal attack alarms avail-
able for free. All you have to do is pop 
up to the SU building behind Ffrid-
doedd Site or get in touch with Shôn!

If you’re worried about anything, 
please don’t hesitate to get in touch 
with Shôn or Steph!

Student Support 
Services Urges 

Witness Reports
Student Health Clinic

You may have already or will be 
receiving shortly a letter or an 
email from the Student Loans 

Company reminding you that it’s time 
to apply for your � nancial support 
(grants and loans) for 2013/14 aca-
demic year. � e majority of you will 
not receive a form but instead you 
will be encouraged to apply online, 
or directed to the relevant website 
where you can download an applica-
tion form.

EnglishStudents: 
www.student� nance.direct.gov.uk
Welsh Student: 
www.student� nancewales.co.uk
Northern Irish Students: 
www.student� nanceni.co.uk
Scottish Students: 
www.saas.gov.uk
EU Students:
www.direct .gov.uk/en/Educa-

tionAndLearning/UniversityAn-

dHigherEducation/StudentFinance/
StudentsFromOtherEUCountries/
DG_10035219

You must return the completed a 
PR1 form to the correct organisation/
Local Authority, no later than the fol-
lowing closing dates:

English domiciled student:
28th June  2013
Scottish domiciled student:
30th June 2013
Northern Ireland Students:
14th June 2013
Welsh domiciled Students:
31st May 2013
 If you fully complete your form 

before the above dates, you can be 
con� dent that you will receive your 
� nancial support on time when you 
return to University for the 2013/14 
academic year.

Tuition Fees for 2013/14 for UK and 
EU full time undergraduate students. 

Students who started their course in 
September 2011 or before - £3,465. 
Students who started their course in 
September 2012 - £9,000

EU and Welsh domiciled students 
already in receipt of the Tuition Fee 
Grant will continue to be eligible for 
this, provided they are continuing on 
the same course.

 If you have any questions or would 
like help � lling out the application 
forms, please contact the Money Sup-
port Unit:

 Tel: 01248 383637 / 3566
 Email to: moneysupport@bangor.

ac.uk
 � e Unit is open weekdays between 

10 – 4 on Monday to Fridays and can 
be found on the 1st Floor Neuadd 
Rathbone, College Road, Bangor.

Renewing and Returning in 2013/14

The Hardship fund provides � -
nancial help to ‘home’ students 
who face di�  culty in meeting 

their living costs for whatever reason, 
whether it is due to their personal cir-
cumstances or because they fall into 
hardship unexpectedly. Assistance is 
given in the form of a non-repayable 
grant. Because of the limited nature of 
the funds, the following students will 
be given priority.

· Students with children, especially 
lone parents.

· Other students, especially those 
with existing � nancial commitments, 
including priority debts.

·   Students who need extra help with 
childcare costs.

· Disabled students, in particular 
those where the DSA is unable to meet 
particular costs and the institution has 
no legal responsibility to do so.

·   Final year students who are in 
� nancial di�  culty (including those 
unable to work due to academic pres-
sures).

·     Care Leavers
·    Foyer residents and other home-

less students.
Students who have not taken out the 

maximum student loan entitlement 
will not be considered for assistance 
from the Hardship Fund.

 If you have any queries, please con-
tact the Money Support Unit on 01248 
38 35666 / 3637 or e-mail: moneysup-
port@bangor.ac.uk.

 

Stuck for money? 
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Society 

Snippets

The Bangor University Society of 
Entomology is a new academic 
society focused on deliver-

ing out-of-hours talks and events 
focused on the massive arthropod 
group of animals making up more 
than 80% of all animal life on earth. 
It has been recently founded in De-
cember 2012, by now co-chairmen 
Darren Storey and James Atherton, 
studying Zoology in their 2nd and 

3rd years at Bangor.
The BUSoE kicked o�  on the 13th 

February with a talk from Richard 
Gallon of the British Tarantula Socie-
ty, and COFNOD covering all aspects 
of the Tarantulas. This was followed 
by a visit from the retired Bangor 
lecturer Dick Loxton on the 27th, 
talking on his area of expertise, the 
Praying Mantids. Both were enthu-
siastically received by the growing 

group of members.
Future events for the BUSoE in-

clude talks by Dr. Malcolm Cherrett, 
a leading expert on the industrious 
Leaf Cutter Ants, and James Ather-
ton on his dissertation project study 
of the colour forms of the Marbled 
Moth. As well as this, there will also 
be the � rst Annual General Meeting 
where the committee for the next 
academic year will be voted in.

BUSoE welcomes students from 
all backgrounds within the univer-
sity to their events, held every other 
Wednesday evening in the G1 thea-
tre of Memorial Building at 7pm. All 
attendees are also welcome to at-
tend the post-talk socials in Fat Cats. 
For more information, visit the Face-
book page ‘Bangor University Soci-
ety of Entomology,’ or come along to 
the next talk on the 13th of March!

The Psych Society, hosts of the sell out Christ-
mas Masquerade Ball event in December, are 
coming back on the 20th April to present 

their end of the year event! Set in PJ Hall, Main 
Arts, it will be a 20's Prohibition themed Speak-
easy with Jazz and Swing music. This means it's 
20's fancy dress (get on those suits and dresses), 
but more is provided on the night! There will be 
food and a cocktail bar, Blackjack and Texas Hold 
'Em tables which are free to play, a photo booth 
to help you keep the memories and performances 
on the night including dancers!

This event will be in aid of the Bangor Red Cross 
Group and The Illusionarium student museum. 

Tickets are £8 and are expected to sell out, doors 
open at 7.30 until 11.30pm, the ticket also grants 
free entry to Academi after the end of the event, 
so the party doesn't have to stop if you don't want 
it to!

If you're a fan of jazz and swing music, an excel-
lent atmosphere and a great social night, then this 
might just be the thing for you! Hundreds of peo-
ple have already enjoyed Psych Society's events 
and this one is no exception, so it won't be some-
thing you'll want to miss out on!

Tickets will be announced on sale on the event  
and the Psych Society Facebook page.

So keep your eyes open!

Bangor University Society of Entomology

Bangor University Photography So-
ciety will be holding a gallery evening 
on the 22nd of March. Come along to 
hear a guest presentation from pro-
fessional photographer Andy Wie-
ner, as he showcases his strange and 
challenging ‘life story’ series. Other 
society members will also be sharing 
their brilliant and high quality work. 
Tickets are £3 (pay on the door), with 
free cheese and wine, so come along 
and have a browse! 22nd March, 
7pm, Blue Sky Café.

Photography 
Society

Bangor Assassins Society is a brand 
new society with the aim of provid-
ing students with entertainment on 
campus. The aim of the game is to 
“assassinate” a target provided to you 
in an inventive (none lethal!) manner. 
Games will run until only one partici-
pant is left, after which point awards 
will be granted to the members who 
performed the most assassinations, 
the last man standing and the most 
inventive kill. Join our facebook page 
at http://tinyurl.com/bangorassassins 
to get started!

Assassins 
Society

Love Music Hate Homophobia is 
a national campaign movement, 
founded by NUS LGBT and Unite 
Against Fascism in 2009, against 
homophobia and bigotry through 
our diverse music scene.

Unity Bangor are bringing back 
LMHH this April! There will be music 
tastes for all, as Oompah-fessional 
play their interpretations of your 
favourite songs combined with fun 
drinking games, our vast range of DJs 
will be playing everything from chart 
music to dubstep and deep house!

If you want to stay informed of our 
event, make sure you like us at www.
facebook.com/unitybangor

Love Music 
Hate 

Homophobia

Run by students for students, 
Nightline is a listening and informa-
tion service available to all Bangor 
students. Nightline gives you the 
opportunity to talk to a fellow stu-
dent, anonymously and con� den-
tially, about anything that’s on your 
mind. Nightline also has a wealth of 
information that a student in Ban-
gor may need, from exam timeta-
bles, to doctors’ numbers and local 
takeaway numbers. Also if you have 
any personal issues and just want to 
tell someone how you feel, without 
them telling you what you should do, 
you can call nightline.

Contact on 01248 362121 8pm-
8am every night during term time.

Nightline

Photograph by D. Storey
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by ETA USO

Last month was a great month for the Afro-Caribbe-
an Society, as every nation in Africa rolled out their 
drums for the continent’s famous and most highly 

valued football tournament; the African Cup of Nations. 
With over 6000 miles away from Africa, the intensity of 
the moment was not any less here at Bangor as members 
of the Afro-Caribbean society came out in large numbers 
to witness the � nal game between Nigeria and Burkina 
Faso. As a society, it was indeed a memorable moment 
having lots of Africans of di� erent nationalities under 
One roof, for One game, for One winner.

Every time the Afro-Caribbean society meets, it's always 

a party (beat that if you can!). Watching the African Na-
tions Cup � nal together as a society was nothing less; it 
was a feast all through from the kick-o�  till the end of the 
game. Nigeria won the cup by a 1 - 0 goal margin and 
the Common Room at Fridd Site (venue of the gathering) 
went electric. The excitement and celebration was sec-
ond to none, a moment best described as an epic mo-
ment. Even the best fairy-tale authors would not be able 
to comprehend what it felt like.

Every student needs a balance of study and leisure; 
however, in the Afro-Caribbean Society this is already a 
way of life. Feel free to join us and experience us for your-
self: www.facebook.com/groups/bangoracs

A new collaboration between 
students and an Anglesey 
business hopes to build a ‘bet-

ter community within the university’.
Bangor University students, Dil-

ley Andrews and Mary Hales, have 
teamed up with Lee Rowley the own-
er of North Wales Paintball to bring 
the Inter-Society League to Bangor’s 

societies and AU clubs.
“I believe this could work really well 

and so I decided to put up a prize 
fund of £350 out of my own pocket 
in order to encourage more sign ups.” 
said Mr Rowley.

The tournament, which will see 
teams picked at random to face each 
other, is open to all AU clubs and So-

cieties in teams of around ten people. 
The organisers, however, have made 
the controversial decision to exclude 
Bangor’s Paintball and Airsoft clubs 
claiming that their ‘transferable skills’ 
would be unfair.

The Inter-Society League is due 
to begin after the Easter break and 
will o� er paintball at a cheaper 

price. Each game will cost £30 a 
head which will include the use of 
equipment and 500 paintballs as op-
posed to the usual £40 fee. After the 
initial 500 paintballs each 100 will be 
priced at £5.

The society or club that come � rst 
will be awarded with £200, second 
place £100 and third place £50 and 

a percentage of the earnings from 
the tournament will go to the charity 
Combat Stress.

Those wishing to take part must 
register and pay a £10 deposit before 
the Easter break and can do so by 
contacting Lee at isl@north-wales-
paintball.co.uk

Inter-Society Paintball League

Afro-Caribbean Society
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This Issue, Seren’s 
roving reporters Pippa and 

Robyn try their hands at 
Beer Pong and attend 

Bangor University’s ‘One 
World Day’

Pippa:

This issue I attended a brand 
new society which has been 
running ‘underground’ for a 

while in people’s kitchens and � ats, 
but has since been granted o�  cial 
status by the University – mostly 
thanks to the VP for Sports and So-
cieties, Ash Kierans. The society is 
Beer Pong and although for some-
one like me who is wheat intolerant 
this sounded like a recipe for disas-
ter, it can be played with any drink 
and so is perfect for everyone, even 
if you don’t like beer! Since becom-

ing an o�  cial 

society, they have acquired the use 
of Academi for their tournaments 
, which run once a fortnight on a 
Saturday, starting from around 7 
and � nishing about 10. To enter, 
you need a team (2 players) and 
preferably an awesome team name 
– but don’t worry if you can’t � nd 
anyone to enter with as the mem-
bers are always looking for new 
players, no matter whether or not 
you’ve played before. Should you 
be fortunate enough to win one 
of these tournaments, you be-
come one of the society’s ‘ELITES’ 
and get a special 1st place t-shirt 
and vouchers for Asda. Even the 

runners-up bag themselves a 
t-shirt, so aim 

high and you might just get lucky! 
In order to play, you must agree 

to the Code of Conduct, which in all 
honesty simply means you agree to 
use your common sense and drink 
responsibly, the rules themselves 
are fairly straight forward. However, 
if, like me, you often don’t start play-
ing beer pong until you are already 
slightly intoxicated and therefore 
� nd it near impossible to remember 
the rules, don’t fear, as each player is 
given a hand-out explaining them 
at the start. All in all, this society is 
perfect if you’re looking for a chilled 
Saturday night with friends (as eve-
ryone knows students don’t usually 
have much to do on Saturday nights) 
and, even though it has only just 

s tar te d, 
it is already proving a highly popular 
and  very well-organised, friendly so-
ciety to be a part of.

  
Robyn:

I like most of you, have deadlines loom-
ing and I seem to have bitten o�  far 
more than I can chew. As such, I have 

decided to use one of my more curricular 
activities to share with you the promise 
of a more extracurricular activity next 

time.
As part of the undergraduate internship 

scheme I ended up organizing and run-
ning a two-part ‘One World Day’, essential-
ly, a celebration of local and international 
talent. There was a daytime cultural exhi-
bition with a � amboyant and impressive 
demonstration from Jujitzu (they meet 
Tuesdays 6-7pm, Thursdays 6-8pm and 
Sunday 2-4pm down on Normal Site) and 
an African Rhythm and Dance workshop 
from the Kaya festival organiser.  This ex-
hibition also included Vietnamese Stalls, 
Welsh Stand, Afro Caribbean society stand 
and a full end table from NWAMI, a char-
ity promoting multiculturalism in North 
Wales. Jujitzu was my favourite aspect of 
the Cultural Exhibition, Sensei Gabs Roset-
ti managed to somehow suspend herself 

in mid-air while diving over four people 
and surprisingly not tangling herself in a 
pair of long black culottes. The culottes are 
called Hakama and they mean ‘don’t mess 
with me’. 

The evening was a far more colourful 
a� air. There were acts as diverse as Viet-
namese and Tibetan Dance, New Age hip 
hop from BU dance club and Texan Blues. 
I lost my temper on a few occasions but 
also held my own. Having been in perfor-
mance since I was young, I 
cannot get my head around 
their approach to it. For in-
formal concerts like this one, 
it doesn’t need to be a mili-
tary operation; unfortunate-

ly, I cannot function for a musical 
event without a militant vibe. 
Sad but true.  It pretty much 
gives me multiple panic at-
tacks when these things feel 
chaotic.

However, illness and panic aside, it was 
such a brilliant experience, and I urge any 
of you faced with an opportunity which 
seems a stupid commitment you don’t 
need, do it. Really.

Photography: David V Tran
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90s Night was a huge success and from the look of these 
pictures you guys had a great time too! Five years down the 

line and we all still love the 90s! See all the photos at 
http://on.fb.me/14XCMdB or scan the QR 
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There’s a snake in my boots! Life is like a box of chocolates....

FACES OF
 TEAM SE

REN

Here at Seren we’ve made 
the executive decision that 

YOU were the best dressed of 
the (Seren) 90s! 

Contact us and claim your prize! 
editor@seren.bangor.ac.uk

IS THIS YOU?!
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FILM

By ALI BRABBS

This year’s Best Picture winner at 
the Oscars could not have been 
surrounded by a more compet-

itive atmosphere. 
Whilst at � rst it seems unsurpris-

ing that Ben A�  eck’s third � lm in his 
‘� rillergy’ achieved so much praise 
and recognition at the Academy 
Awards, compared to its monumen-
tal peers such as Lincoln, Life of Pi 
and Zero Dark � irty which all deal 
with colossal themes and stories, Argo 
seems like a more muted a� air. 

Perhaps this is because of the � lm’s 
relatively anonymous context: based 
on a covert C.I.A. operation to re-
trieve six U.S. diplomats during the 
1979 Iran Hostage Crisis under the 
guise of a Canadian sci-�  � lm produc-
tion.

Ben A�  eck stars as Tony Mendez, a 
troubled workaholic who sacri� ces his 
wife and son to give maximum dedi-
cation to his art of ex� ltration. Whilst 
on the face it, the character seems cli-
ché in the world of political thrillers, 
A�  eck, however, attributes a vacated 
personality and realism to the role 

which creates greater levels of sympa-
thy as the complications with his fam-
ily and the mission merge into one. 

Whilst it is almost an absolute that 
A�  eck was short changed on the 
Oscar nod for Best Director, the real 
misjudgement comes from the lack of 
recognition for his performance in the 
� lm.

Other great performances include 
Academy Award winner Alan Arkin 
as Hollywood producer Lester Siegel 
and John Goodman as make up guru 
John Chambers, famous for creating 
the prosthetics for Planet of the Apes 

series. Breaking Bad star Bryan Cran-
ston also gives an underrated perfor-
mance as Mendez’s supervisor Jack O’ 
Donnell.

� e � lm’s nostalgic presence man-
ages not to overwhelm the tense plot 
and perfectly alludes to the golden 
age of thrillers in the 70s such as Dog 
Day A� ernoon and All the President’s 
Men. � is is the kind of plot that will 
� xate all your attention for both hours, 
expertly adapted by Chris Terrio and 
edited by William Goldenberg (both 
won awards for their achievements). 

Watch close enough and you can 

see the � lm even inhabits manufac-
tured scratches on the digital print to 
give a nostalgic nod to the now dying 
adoption of � lm stock. As much as the 
� lm is about 70s foreign policy crisis, 
especially prescient in comparison to 
contemporary relations with middle-
Eastern countries, it is just as much 
about the post-Star Wars Hollywood.

Hopefully the � lm will not only be 
remembered as a master class in � lm 
suspense and the thriller genre but 
also as A�  eck’s rise as an exciting new 
director in Hollywood.

By BECCI JAMESON

Was Seth MacFarlane the 
worst Oscar host ever? 
Well if William Shat-

ner said it, it must be true. But this 
wasn't an underwhelming review 
of the night, it was part of the show. 
In an odd Inception-esque para-

dox that played 
out like a live action 
Family Guy sketch, 
Shatner as his most 
famous character 

Captain Kirk 
contacted the 
Oscars from 
the future. It 
was all a bit 
bizarre but 
was a change 
from the hum 

drum of the 
usual awards. It 
made the show 
conscious of it-
self as if they 
were trying to get 
good reviews by 
mentioning that 
they might get bad 
ones.

MacFarlane once 
again proved that 
he could sing with 

duets with Joseph 
G o r d o n -

Levitt and 
D a n i e l 
R a d -

cli� e and a song eloquently named 
'We Saw Your Boobs'. � ere were no 
references to Family Guy but the � u� y 
� op Ted made an appearance with 
Mark Wahlberg, presenting the award 
for Best Sound. Overall, Seth was oc-
casionally funny and thoroughly me-
diocre, as expected.

All anyone is talking about is of 
course Jennifer Lawrence's trip to 
the Oscars, sorry that was a bad pun, 
but as she says, 'It doesn't matter, I 
got touched by Hugh Jackman', good 
point, he and Bradley Cooper rushed 
to her aid like the knights in shining 
armour they are.

I'm not sure about Michelle Oba-
ma's appearance and her ever present 
fringe, here was me thinking that the 
Oscars had nothing to do with poli-
tics. She presented the Best Pic-
ture award which went to Ben 
A�  eck’s Argo. I think most 
people were disap-
pointed it wasn’t  
Michelle’s hus-

band presenting the award.
� ere were performances 

from Catherine Zeta-Jones, 
Adele and Shirley Bassey, to 
commemorate 10 years since 
Chicago and and 50 years 
of Bond, respectively. Zeta-
Jones was brilliant, burst-
ing onto the screen with ‘All 

� at Jazz’  and proving that ten years 
on, she’s still better than some of the 
younger ones out there today. I was 
shocked that even a� er all these years, 
Shirley could still hold that amazing 
note at the end of her hit, Gold� nger. 
Adele received her Oscar for ‘Skyfall’ 
which everyone agreed was well de-
served, she seems to have won every 
music award possible this year.

� ree hours later and the dawn of 
a new day, it was over.  If it was hard 
for me, imagine nine year old Quven-
zhne Wallis, the youngest Best Actress 
nominee. It’s hard enough sitting 
through school reward evenings.

Here are all the important ones, so you can say you 
watched it but didn't really:

BEST PICTURE
Argo (Ben A�  eck)

BEST ACTOR 
Daniel Day-Lewis 

(Lincoln)

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 
Anne Hathaway
(Les Miserables)

BEST ACTRESS 
Jennifer Lawrence 

(Silver Linings Playbook)

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Christoph Waltz 

(Django Unchained)
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By BECCI JAMESON

I would watch anything with these two beauti-
ful people, and a� er her Oscar win, it enticed 
me even more. Silver Linings Playbook tells 

the tale of former teacher Pat Solitano (Bradley 
Cooper) as he tries to get his life back on track 
a� er a stint in a mental institute and a failed mar-
riage. He meets Ti� any (Jennifer Lawrence) who 
has some problems of her own, and they embark 
on an odd agreement to try and � x themselves. 
With supporting roles from Robert De Niro, a 
serious-ish Chris Tucker and Julia Stiles, this is 
an odd mix that sparkles on screen.

� e chemistry between Cooper and Lawrence 
is fantastic; they are totally believable, twisting 
their dialogue in a cacophony of humour, real-
ism and biting emotions. Lawrence shows she 
has a backbone, squaring up to the heavy weights 
and stealing scenes. � ere's one moment where 
she goes up against De Niro and takes everyone 
in the room down a peg. Cooper's crazy eyes at 
the beginning are very distracting and he wears 
them scarily well, the only down-
side is that he seems to “� x” 
himself over night right 
before the end, in the 
middle of a dance 
montage. All the 
supporting cast 
play their parts 
well, including 
Chris Tucker 
who doesn't 
seem to be as 
annoying as he 
is in the Rush 
Hour movies. De 
Niro is the same 
as always but adds a 
little depth to his charac-

ter with his superstition and 'juju'. Even though 
he now has been relegated to playing fathers in 
� lms, he still makes his mark, notably slapping 
Bradley Cooper silly in one scene.

It seems that Pat and Ti� any are the most sane; 
whether that was intentional or not, I'm not sure. 
Pat's friend is trapped in a marriage with a con-
trolling wife, Pat's father potentially has OCD 
and is very set in his gambling superstitions and 
his wife blatantly ignores the problems of her 
family.

� e � lm doesn't quite know where to put itself. 
If the Oscars are interested, then it should be 
emotional and mostly unheard of, which it is, but 
then it exudes a mainstream vibe with the pos-
sibility that it could be for everyone, while also 
trying to decide whether its a sports movie or 
a chick � ick with a dance at the end, a la Dirty 
Dancing. Even with all that mashing of genres, it 
does seem to work, and ends up being very en-
joyable and moving.

� ere are more upsides than down; it’s not too 
long, it deals with mental illness respectfully 

and shows the triviality of life 
problems, but it is pre-

dictable with a happy 
ending that doesn't 

seem to � t with 
what has hap-
pened within 
the rest of the 
� lm. It is a 
feel good � lm 
that will have 
you shouting 
“E x c e l s i o r ” 
at random 
stressful times 

and going for a 
run with bin bags 

on.

Here is a selection of � lms that here at Seren we would never watch with our dear Mothers. 
Be it too gory or too sexual or just not her cup of tea, would you watch these movies with your Mum?

By THOMAS BICKERDIKE
Toy Story 3 (2010)

There are many � lms that I 
have watched but my mum 
hasn’t, perhaps for a good rea-

son. However, she is still yet to see 
one � lm I’ve literally waited half my 
life for: Toy Story 3. A � lm that had 
grown men weeping in the cinema. 
I KNOW my mum would get upset 
by the plight of Andy’s toys and then 
would persistently ‘check that I was 
OK’, like she did when I saw the � rst 
Toy Story. More worrying however, 
is the thought she might come to the 
same conclusion as Andy, deciding to 
give away my toys so that they will get 
played with again!

Mum…hands o�  the Lego.

By MARK STANLEY
� e Idiots (1998)

There aren’t many � lms that I 
would watch with my mum on 
the basis that she’s a deaf, un-

diagnosed narcoleptic who o� en falls 
asleep with the television at the volume 
that an older Beethoven would be an-
noyed at. And so it’s Lars Von Triers’s 
“� e Idiots” (1998) that I would prob-
ably shy away from showing in lieu 
of “� e Great Escape” at Christmas; 
knowing my mum, she would awake 
from her deep slumber to � nd hard-
core pornographic scenes starring 
people pretending to be mentally ill 
at such a volume that the neighbours 
would be highly concerned. Who else 
but Denmark?

By CHARLOTTE PARKER
Horrible Bosses (2011)

Doesn't sound like the kind of 
� lm that will make you cringe 
so much! All of the workers 

are on the cusp of gaining more re-
sponsibility and status. Meanwhile one 
boss is doing drugs in the sta�  toilet, 
another is making his employees jobs 
hell and the third is verging on sexual 
harassment. � e idea of murdering 
them all seems perfectly timed. Note 
to self, do not watch a � lm where Jen-
nifer Aniston is a sex pest and is sexu-
ally harassing her dental assistant with 
your mum! Having your boyfriend in 
the room makes the situation all the 
more awkward.

By WILL JOHNSON
Splice (2009)

When scientists Clive Nicoli 
(Adrian Brody) and Elsa 
Kast (Sarah Polley) are 

denied permission to carry out re-
search into human hybridisation with 
other species to revolutionise modern 
medicine they go Frankenstein and 
start work regardless. On the cusp of 
such a breakthrough the risk seemed 
manageable, but as lines begin to get 
crossed and morals fray things gets out 
of hand. With incest, rape and mur-
ders this � lm delves into the lengths a 
mother will go to protect her child and 
the limits. � is is not a � lm for family 
viewing.

By JOE KEEP
Hostel (2005)

This is one � lm that is sure to 
make your mum not let you 
out of the country again! With 

sexual references, scantily clad ladies 
and bu� ed up men coming in within 
10-15 minutes, you will be having 
your eyes covered or the awkward 
conversation about ‘what your type is’ 
will arise.  However, as it takes a turn 
of events, expect to have your mum 
getting very emotional around you as 
images of violence are le�  to soak into 
your mind. Mums everywhere will be 
out of control trying to ‘protect’ you 
from this nightmare of a situation! 
Do NOT watch this with your mum if 
you want a social life a� erwards.
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IN BRIEF

by BECKI WATSON

Of all the Sherlock Holmes 
adaptations in the past few 
years, Elementary has cer-

tainly been the most controversial, 
and I’ll admit that, initially, I was 
one of the sceptics. When it was an-
nounced that CBS were planning 
on a modern day adaptation of the 
famous detective novels set in New 
York, fans were quick to accuse the 
series of cashing in on the success of 
the wildly popular BBC series Sher-
lock. But after hearing about the 
casting of a female Watson, Elemen-
tary intrigued me enough to give it 
a go, and I de� nitely haven’t regret-

ted it. 
Lucy Liu plays Dr. Joan Watson, 

an ex-surgeon who’s hired to be a 
sober companion for Sherlock Hol-
mes, a detective consulting with the 
NYPD and a former heroin addict. 
She guides him through the recov-
ery from his addiction, and is slowly 
drawn into his life assisting Captain 
Gregson with some of the most baf-
� ing crimes New York has to o� er. 

As with any adaptation of Conan 
Doyle’s stories, the key to success 
is the relationship between Hol-
mes and Watson. The casting of Liu 
as Joan was a stroke of genius, and 
adds a whole new dimension to the 
characters’ interactions. Johnny Lee 
Miller also puts in a fantastic perfor-

mance as the eccentric detective, 
and it’s been great to see the friend-
ship between Holmes and Watson 
slowly develop on screen. 

One of the main components of 
the show, and a big departure from 
the Downey Jr. and Cumberbatch 
versions, is the treatment of Holmes’ 
drug problems. Whereas in some 
of the most recent adaptations the 
subject isn’t extensively covered, 
or is used for comedy, Elementary 
treats the issue of addiction, recov-
ery and mental health with intelli-
gence and sensitivity, and it adds a 
di� erent dynamic to the programme 
to see a Sherlock Holmes attempting 
to deal with his myriad of issues. 

As Elementary is just starting out, it 

still has a lot of the literary canon to 
explore. While Sherlock’s strained re-
lationship with his father is an inter-
esting addition to the plot, I’m also 
eagerly anticipating the introduc-
tion of more characters from the Hol-
mes mythology into the show. We’ve 
already met people from Sherlock’s 
past, but the show has also made  
references to Holmes’ nemesis, Mo-
riarty, a character that will de� nitely 
bring a new element to the show. 

Even if you have your doubts about 
this series, I would urge all Sherlock 
Holmes fans to give Elementary a go. 
If nothing else, it’ll hold you over un-
til Sherlock � nally returns next year.

ELEMENTARY

by ISABEL VINCENT

Sunday 10th of March brought 
us the tantalising � nal episode 
of the popular drama, Being 

Human. The show had humble be-
ginnings when the pilot episode was 
aired in 2008; despite a great recep-
tion from viewers, poor reviews from 
critics meant that a full series was 
not commissioned. After much inter-
net campaigning, a series was � nally 
made, though actors Guy Flanagan 
and Andrea Riseborough were re-
placed by Aiden Turner and Lenora 
Crichlow for the roles of Mitchell and 
Annie, with Russell Tovey continuing 
his role as George. 

The show’s premise was to explore 
the lives of three housemates who 
just happen to be a vampire, a were-
wolf and a ghost. The � rst two series 
are set in Totterdown, Bristol, where 
the characters try to adjust to their 
“human” lives, all the while trying to 
� ght o�  the growing vampire upris-
ing. A fourth protagonist is slowly 
added to the series in the form of 
Nina, George’s partner, who even-
tually inadvertently joins him as a 
werewolf.

The third series saw a move to Bar-
ry, South Wales, yet more changes 
to the cast. After three years in the 
show, Aiden Turner left to star in the 
� lm adaptation of The Hobbit and 
Sinead Keenan (Nina) also did not 

return for the fourth series.
Russell Tovey only guest stars in 

series four, introducing George’s 
daughter, Eve, before leaving the 
show to work solely on comedy Him 
& Her. Characters Tom (Michael So-
cha) the werewolf and Hal (Damien 
Molony) the vampire join the series. 
Leonora Crichlow also leaves at the 
end of the fourth series, as the writ-
ers believed her character’s storyline 
had naturally come to an end. At 
the end of series four, Kate Bracken 
joined the cast, in the role of Alex, 
the “new ghost”.

The � fth and � nal series sees the 
new trio facing the show’s greatest 
enemy yet: The Devil (played by Phil-
ip Davis). But throughout everything 

these characters get put through, 
the really wonderful thing about Be-
ing Human is that it retains its comic 
charm, sweet romances and down-
right hilarious gags (“Who wants 
some of my chair?” – George Sands, 
series 1).

So with the � nal series done and 
dusted, what left is there for us su-
pernatural fans to obsess over? Sure, 
there’s the DVDs, and sure, we can 
look forward to ogling at Aiden Turn-
er when the next Hobbit � lm comes 
out, but for now, I think I’ll have to 
take a moment to sit down and re-
� ect on what was a truly wonderful 
drama. Toby Whithouse, I applaud 
you.

BEING HUMAN 

Winter is 
Coming 

THE popular fantasy series Game 
of Thrones will return on 31st of 
March. The highly anticipated third 
season of the HBO programme will 
be based o�  the � rst half of A Storm 
of Swords, the third in George RR 
Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. 
Containing some of the most pivotal 
and compelling scenes of the series, 
it’s de� nitely not to be missed. 

Shard 
Smashing 

A recently release Doctor Who pro-
motion photo has shown the Doctor 
and his new companion Clara riding 
down London’s newest skyscraper, 
The Shard, on a motorcycle. The 
scene is part of the mid-season 
premiere, described as a ‘modern 
day urban thriller’, with Steven Mof-
fat saying the new series is set to be 
‘the most exciting yet’. Doctor Who 
returns on the 30th March. 

Bake Off 
Hits the US 

PAUL Hollywood, one of the 
judges of the smash hit series The 
Great British Bake O� , is set to ap-
pear in the US version of the show. 
Hollywood will be appearing on The 
American Baking Competition with 
chef Marcela Valladolid when the 
programme premieres in May. Fel-
low Bake O�  judge Mary Berry will 
not be taking part in the new show. 

You’re 
Fired!

ALAN Sugar is being sued by a 
former winner of The Apprentice. 
Stella English, the victor of the sixth 
series and claiming for constructive 
dismissal, claims she was nothing 
more than an ‘overpaid lackey’ dur-
ing her 13 months at IT company Vi-
glen. Sugar claims that English is an 
‘untrusting and suspicious person’ 
and has no intention of paying out 
unless ordered to by the tribunal. 
The case continues. 

ITV win 
RTS award

 ITV has won three Royal Television 
Society TV journalism awards for 
their coverage of the Jimmy Savile 
scandal. The prestigious awards 
were given for the documentary 
‘Exposure: The Other Side of Jimmy 
Savile’, which broke the news of the 
case. Channel 4 also receieved six 
prizes, a new record. 
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RIHANNA: 
FOR RIVER ISLAND
Rihanna is arguably one of the biggest and most in� uential 

stars of the moment in terms of both her music and her 
fashion; so when she revealed that she would be designing 

a clothing line, it was inevitable that there would be much anticipa-
tion for its release. She dazzled in a beautiful crimson gown at the 
2013 Grammys which le�  fans, if not slightly disappointed with her 
choice of man, even more excited about her designs! 

Finally, a� er the star-studded debut of her collection at this year’s 
London Fashion Week, Rihanna has revealed her long-awaited 
clothes line for high street store, River Island. � e Spring 2013 Col-
lection launched nationwide in some River Island stores on March 
5th 2013- so you’d best hurry to snap up some of Rihanna’s designs! 
Celebs such as Jordan Dunn and Cara Delevingne have already 

spotted wearing some of the items in the range. � e collection is 90s 
inspired with a dark grunge look, juxtaposed with a smarter, more 
structured monochrome style which is contrasted with the occa-
sional splash of vibrant yellow. It also includes a few limited edition 
items, containing a leather varsity jacket and a beautiful thigh split 
maxi dress- perfect for this year’s summer ball! 

Surprisingly, the prices of the line range from just £18 to £200, but 
unfortunately, the collection is not available to purchase from the 
local Bangor branch of River Island. However it is available to order 
online at www.riverisland.com, or alternatively, you can visit the 
Chester store where a limited range of the line can be purchased. 
Some of the items have already been sold out online so hurry if you 
want a chance to wear some of Rihanna’s show stopping designs!

MID WASH ZIP 
BACK DENIM 

SHORTS
£30

GREY MARL 
KNOT FRONT 

CROPPED 
T-SHIRT

£20

CUT OUT 
SHOW BOOTS

£95

GREY MARL 
CROPPED SWEAT-

SHIRT
£30

MID WASH DENIM 
DUNGAREE 

CROP TOP
£30

YELLOW KNOT FRONT 
CROPPED CAMI TOP

£18

GREY THIGH 
SPLIT SWEAT 

MAXI SKIRT
£40

BLACK AND 
WHITE 

PAINTED 
STRIPE 

SHORTS
£35

AUTHENTIC WASH SLIM JEANS
£50

TWITTER’S MOST 
POPULAR DRESS: 
MICHELLE OBAMA IN ASOS

The juxtaposition of fashion and politics was 
seen earlier this year as Michelle Obama cre-
ated fashion history as her husband, Barack 

Obama, was re-elected as president. He later tweeted 
an image of the two which soon became the most re-
tweeted image in history, on which Michelle is wear-
ing a beautiful red and white checked dress. � e in-
ternet was abuzz with questions of who the designer 
of the gorgeous dress was and a� er much research, 
it was found that it was from our fabulous high 
street store, ASOS!  � e dress was again available 
for sale on Monday February 25th 2013, priced at 
just £55- the bargain piece of history is available 
to purchase on www.asos.com (it would look 
beautiful for the Summer Ball!)

MEN’S MOST 
WANTED: 

NEW 
LOOK

£9.99

TOPMAN
£36

RIVER ISLAND
£28

TOPMAN
£65
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by LJ TAYLOR

Partially to feed my gamer ap-
petite and partially to fuel this 
review, this week I spent some 

quality time with Miss Croft in her 
latest adventure: the aptly named 
Tomb Raider.

One of the most interesting things 
about the game, to me at least, is 
how closely it resembles Uncharted: 
Drake’s Fortune at times. The TV show 
fuelled expedition that results in Lara 
and her friends being stranded on a 
mysterious island with bodies from 
World War II, felt just a little famil-
iar. Tomb Raider inspires Uncharted 
which inspires Tomb Raider; have we 
come full circle? All the borrowing 
from one another aside: Tomb Raider 
is a fantastic play.

A prequel to the previous Tomb 
Raider games, this latest instalment 
is an origins story which follows a 
young and innocent Lara Croft in her 
search for the lost Japanese King-
dom of Yamatai. Stranded on an is-
land in the Dragon’s Triangle, Lara 
must regroup with her friends and 
� nd a way home.

Tomb Raider (2013) is pretty visu-

ally stunning. The cinematic camera 
angles adopted by Crystal Dynamics, 
the game’s developers, are all about 
showing o�  the game’s visuals. One 
thing I did notice about the camera 
angles, that I found annoying, was 
how they tended to frame Lara in 
the most voyeuristic way possible. 
“I’m o�  to play Tomb Raider” soon 
became “I’m o�  to objectify women”, 
but what else could you really expect 
in a Lara Croft game?

In a lot of games, the cinematic 
look and camera angles are reserved 
for cutscenes and cutscenes alone. In 
Tomb Raider the gameplay encom-
passes the cinematics. Despite the 
fact that the initial cutscene, where a 
storm wrecks Lara’s ship, would have 
been better playable, Tomb Raider 
turns the majority of the story into 
something interactive instead of let-
ting small tasks like tuning a radio 
become a cutscene.

You can tell the developers were 
going for a cinematic experience 
through the lack of HUD, and it’s a 
nice e� ect which draws you into the 
game world much more. There’s no 
health bar which means you have 

no idea how many more arrows or 
punches you can take, just as in re-
ality you couldn’t possibly know. 
There’s no onscreen representation 
of how many bullets you have left; 
once you’re out, you’re out. Simple 
as it is this really made a di� erence 
for me. 

I liked the � uidity of the controls for 
the game a lot. (Though they were 
very similar to those of the Unchart-
ed games so that helped). I knew 
that if I wanted to interact with an 
object then square (I was playing it 
on PS3) was what I likely needed to 
press.

The combat mechanics when it 
comes to shooting (arrows or guns) 
worked well, it was simple enough 
and the aim was steady. My prob-
lem however came with free shoot-
ing, I’m not sure if it was just me or 
if it wasn’t possible. If an enemy was 
getting right up in my face I’d still 
have to lock on an aim before I could 
shoot him down. And when enemies 
get too close I tend to give up on 
guns and want to break them with 
my � sts. This is a problem if you’re 
playing as Lara Croft. Where Nathan 

Drake would enjoy a good old fash-
ioned � sticu� s, Miss Croft was a tad 
on the weak side and none of her 
punches (or kicks) seemed to do any-
thing.

For me though the most annoy-
ing part about Lara’s origins was her 
voice. Perhaps I’m biased because 
I was a huge fan of Keeley Hawes, 
the last Lara voice actor, but I just 
� nd young Lara to be shrill and ir-
ritating. Though I did enjoy the part 
where she says “I hate tombs...” Oh, 
the irony.

Despite my pre-conceptions of the 
franchise, Tomb Raider (2013) is a 
fantastic game which is a worthy ori-
gin tale for the iconic Lady Croft. The 
story is intriguing and the cinematic 
style that is o� ered is beautiful. How-
ever, I do feel as though a little too 
much focus is put on survival rather 
than the typical raiding of tombs that 
people have come to expect. As with 
all Tomb Raider games though, noth-
ing is ever as it seems and things are 
sure to take a turn for the supernatu-
ral at any second.

Game Bits

THE launch of EA’s latest Sim 
City game will go down in his-
tory but not for the right reasons! 
This month, the highly anticipated 
game’s launch was ruined when EA’s 
servers were unable to cope with 
the sheer demand and crashed. The 
crash stopped eager gamers from 
being able to get into the game 
(which, controversially, has to be 
played online) and those already 
on it report losing all of their game 
progress due to the crash. With any 
luck EA have been able to properly 
respond to the problem and there 
should be no further problems. 

Sham City?

Assassin 
overkill?

APPARENTLY there’s nothing that 
can stop Ubisoft from assaulting 
shelves worldwide with their Assas-
sin’s Creed games. Most importantly, 
they recently con� rmed the next in 
the series, Assassin’s Cred IV: Black 
Flag along with a trailer and artwork 
to match. And just in case the prom-
ise of a new game isn’t enough, they 
have released an expansion pack to 
ACIII; The Tyranny of King Washing-
ton. The second ‘episode’ of the three 
part expansion, which focuses on an 
alternative version of the American 
revolution, is due out next week. 

Bros before
....oh

COMPLAINTS have forced Sony to 
change the name of an ‘o� ensive’ 
God of War: Ascension trophy. The 
‘Bros before Hos’ trophy will become 
’Bros before Foes’ once gamers have 
downloaded a new patch that Sony 
are due to roll out. Players unlock 
the trophy after defeating Fury, a fe-
male antagonist in the game. 

The Asda 
takeover?

GAMERS may not have to look to 
online providers for their latest cop-
ies of Fifa or COD. It was this week 
revealed that UK supermarket giant 
Asda are in talks to save fallen retailer 
HMV. Sources tell us that the admin-
istrator, Deloitte, needs to make a 
deal by 24th March otherwise they 
could be responsible for millions 
worth of debt. 

This comes after rival supermarket 
Morrisons bought a number of HMV 
stores in order to turn them into 
their smaller M Convenience stores. 
If Asda were to make the deal with 
Deloitte, then they are looking to 
keep the whole HMV brand and keep 
the stores as they are. This could be 
a good move for Britain’s Lowest Su-
permarket chain if they are able to 
bring their low prices to  HMV which 
has been criticised in the past for be-
ing so overpriced. 

by DANIEL TURNER

This week saw the release of the 
latest installment in the popu-
lar StarCraft series - ‘StarCraft II: 

Heart of the Swarm’ (HotS) for both 
PC and Mac.

StarCraft it is a real-time strategy 
game series that started back in 
1998. It is developed by Blizzard who 
are well known for World of Warcraft, 
and it shares many of the same 
hallmarks: rich mythology provid-
ing a background for the gameplay; 
strong online multiplayer options 
and a loyal worldwide fan base. This 
game is the third part of a trilogy of 
StarCraft II games, each of which cen-

tres on a di� erent race in the game. 
Wings of Liberty (2010) focused on 
James Raynor and terrans; this game 
will centre around Sarah Kerrigan 
and the Zerg and the last installment 
will have Zeratul as its main character 
and will focus on the protoss.

This game is an expansion to the 
original StarCraft II game, so you 
need to have that installed � rst. The 
upgrade is £32.99 or if you’ve never 
played it before you can buy both 
games for £44.99. This is a great deal 
if you’re new to the series, because 
you get two games worth of single 
player content which will give you 
many hours of game play on its own.

As it’s an expansion pack, the main 
changes are content based - new 
units, single player missions and 
multiplayer maps. Any gameplay 
changes are minor tweaks to Wings 
of Liberty, so players should � nd 
transitioning straightforward. The 
main issue initially will be with bal-
ance between the new units but it’s 
likely that Blizzard will � x these issues 
with patches as they did in Wings of 
Liberty.  

For new players there is a bit of a 
learning curve, but the game has 
tutorials built in which help and the 
multiplayer online mode has a prac-
tice mode that players can stay in un-

til they feel they are ready. There are 
also many tutorials on YouTube for 
beginners that will teach builds and 
strategies.

StarCraft II: Heart of the Swarm is 
also set to be central to to burgeon-
ing eSports scene in tournaments 
and casts on YouTube and Twitch.tv. 
Although its too early to say whether 
HotS will replace Wings of Liberty in 
eSports, there have been a number 
of pro players playing the beta and 
games have been played at recent 
tournaments. So eventually HotS will 
replace Wings of Liberty in the same 
way that Brood Wars did with the 
original StarCraft game.
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SEARCH giant Google’s augment-
ed reality glasses should be avail-
able by the end of the year. The 
glasses, which will display informa-
tion through a screen on the right 
eye, will cost £1000! The wearable 
technology will be controlled by 
voice command and a touchpad � t-
ted into the arm of the glasses. They 
will feature ‘Insight’ a program part-
funded by Google, which will pick 
out your friends in a crowd just from 
what they are wearing. (Though 
you will need to take a new picture 
of them everytime they wear some-
thing di� erent for it to reocgnise 
them...)

Google 
Glasses 

Goal line 
tech for PL
BY the start of the next season 

every Premier League club will have 
goal line technology installed. The 
technology was tested at the 2012 
World Cup and apparently FIFA were 
pleased with it. This should mean 
that there will be a lot less issues 
with disallowed goals. No club play-
ing in the Premier League will be 
able to opt out of this, and it has yet 
to be con� rmed which supplier will 
be chosen. This could prove expen-
sive but a Premier League spokes-
man assured that it wouldn’t be too 
expensive for any of the clubs. 

Will.i.am 
tech line?

MUSIC apparently isn’t enough for 
pop star Will.i.am, who is reportedly 
moving into the world of technology. 
He claims to be working on a clip on 
camera for your iPhone. It will work 
by docking your phone into the tech-
nology and it will turn your phone 
into a “genius-phone” according to 
the musician. There are little details 
at the moment on the technology 
but it is said to have its own sensor 
and a better � ash. 

Dropbox 
upgrade

A NEW upgrade to Dropbox’s desk-
top client will tell you everything 
that’s happening with your account 
from the menu bar. The much need-
ed 2.0 version will be a complete 
revamp will be available soon. More 
focus has been put on making shar-
ing a lot easier.

by JOE KEEP

The PS4 has � nally been an-
nounced, marking the � rst of 
the next gen consoles to step 

out into the spotlight. The hugely 
anticipated next gen consoles have 
achieved an almost dream like sta-
tus; especially with the massive leap 
in visual/audio quality linked with 
gameplay that was witnessed with 
the birth of the PS3 and the Xbox 
360. However, will their birth be as 
good as anticipated by the gaming 
community?

             The short answer is ‘Yes’. 
The PS4 announcement did noth-
ing to bring it down, if anything, it 
only heightened expectations. With 
a lengthy announcement, going 
into depth on the various aspects 
that the PS4 is boasting, Sony has 
been able to create an air of sus-
pense around the PS4 release. To 
summarise the advances of the 
PS4: it will run a lot faster than any 
console currently on the market, 
the graphics will be massively im-
proved, with room to get even bet-

ter after release, you will be able to 
transfer play from the console onto 
the PS vita, tablet or phone, allow-
ing for play to move with you. The 
PS4 will also have a sleep mode, al-
lowing for easy restoration of games 
if you leave for a prolonged period 
of time, they have incorporated the 
move technology into the controller 
and more! Now tell me the PS4 isn’t 
going to be better than its prede-
cessor.

             The processor was dem-
onstrated by dropping a ridiculous 
amount of objects onto a village and 
showing how they interacted with 
the environment individually and 
also made very little impact on the 
running speed of the console, some-
thing that current consoles struggle 
to manage, and only a top of the 
range PC is able to do. This is com-
pounded by the graphics engine, 
able to create those objects and 
track them appropriately. Also, from 
the gameplay that was on show, and 
the release titles, such as Bungie’s 
latest foray into FPS territory, Des-
t i n y , 

Diablo 3 and Final Fantasy, it is a 
beautiful sight to behold. The tex-
tures are exquisite and the creation 
of worlds allows for gorgeous crea-
tions with a depth and level of real-
ity we all thought was possible of 
these consoles. However, if that isn’t 
enough to make you want to get up 
and pre-order one, they have man-
aged to streamline the accessories 
by putting them into your control-
ler. Now, instead of what looked like 
landing lights, your controller will 
have a certain coloured light, which 
the PS4 will track for elements of the 
Playstation move. Also, the down-
loading of games as been re� ned, 
taking on a World of Warcraft style. 
You can now download a certain 
amount of a game and begin play-
ing it while the rest downloads, and, 
with the immense speed and pro-
cessing power, that shouldn’t take 
too long either.

             Advances in multiplayer 
and general online connectivity also 
play into the PS4’s favour. Advancing 
party play and enhancing the ways 

in which to interact with friends 
bolsters what is already an e� ective 
online experience. However, the key 
development is a seamless drop-in 
drop-out system, in which a friend 
can provide instant assistance at a 
point you are stuck at. This replaces 
the old system of having to restart 
from the last save or checkpoint as 
you currently have to re setup your 
game in order to access the multi-
player functionality.

             So, should you buy the 
PS4? Available at the back end of this 
year, and the only next gen console 
to have been announced it is dif-
� cult to not scream ‘yes!’; however, 
one can’t overlook the development 
of the Xbox 720. Despite no details 
currently being available, it is just 
as intriguing to see if it can rival the 
prowess of the PS4. Nevertheless, 
the next-gen war has begun, with 
Playstation taking an early lead, and, 
as splitting the two sides will be dif-
� cult, it might just be worth testing 
the water on both sides.

Hater!
FED up of only been able to like 

things on Facebook? Well now there’s 
an app where all you share is things 
you hate. Hater is available free on 
the app store. Share the hate!

CHARLIADAM AILISH LJ

You capture everything 
including notes, photos and 
sound and it organises them 
into searchable notebooks. 

Perfect for lecture notes, 
shopping lists and important 

documents. Great for the 
forgetful!

An app with quick, easy 
recipes that are perfect for 

students with little time and 
money. It comes with handy 
pictures so even people with 
no cooking experience can 

make great meals

JAMIE OLIVER’S 
20 MINUTE MEALS

EVERNOTE

 Being at Univeristy means 
you can’t a� ord the normal 

luxuries, but with Sky Go you 
can watch Sky wherever you 
are and never miss your old 

favourites!

SKY GO

I recently came across 
this app by mistake and 

though I’d heard of it before 
I thought why not try out. 
Every day there’s an app 

reduced from its usual price 
to free for 24 hours only! 

Bargain!

APP GRATIS

RECOMMEND: APPS
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by SOPHIE SMITH

After a decade’s absence that 
many saw as a declaration of 
retirement, David Bowie is of-

� cially back in business. With his 24th 
album ‘The Next Day’ rocketing to 
number 1 in 40 countries on the day of 
its release, Bowie has catapulted back 
into the spotlight with the same easy 
grace as if he’d never left. Announcing 
his shock return to music on the eve 
of his 66th birthday back in January, 
it’s been a long and anxious wait for 
the diehard fans. As a Bowie devotee 
boarding on the obsessive, I’m heavily 
biased, but I’m also a huge critic, and 
my expectations were sky high.  

The album’s � rst single ‘Where Are 
We Now’ is melancholic, ethereal and 
nostalgic, and is most reminiscent 
of tracks such as ‘Slip Away’ from his 
most recent album o� erings ‘Heathen’ 
and ‘Reality’ back at the start of the 
decade. It was just enough to whet 
the appetite, but not quite sparkling 
with the crackling energy of the likes 
of ‘Su� ragette City’ or ‘Fashion’. 

However, the album dwells only 
brie� y on this wistful introspection, 
resonant of the Berlin Era, and instead 
follows the pattern set by follow up 
single, and possibly my favourite track, 

‘The Stars Are Out Tonight’, which in-
corporates the enduring fascination 
with celebrity and the cosmos which 
has de� ned Bowie since his Starman 
heyday during the 1970s. It’s a dense, 
rock based album heavily in� uenced 
by his back catalogue, sampling ri� s 
and intros from bygone hits such as 
‘Five Years’.  From the bluesy ‘Dirty 
Boys’ to the psychedelic ‘I’d Rather Be 
High’ it consciously nods to all of Bow-
ie’s major phases, yet it somehow still 
manages to be both contemporary 
and retain all of Bowie’s innovation, 
with his new found fascination with 
medieval history inspiring stand out 
dystopian tracks like ‘Love is Lost’ and 
‘Valentine’s Day’.

Though missing a little of the star 
quality and electricity of a younger 
Bowie in albums ‘Hunky Dory’ or ‘Su-
per Creeps’, ‘The Next Day’ is still a fan-
tastic comeback album, fully deserv-
ing of its huge success. With rumours 
of another album soon to follow, his 
de� ant declaration "Here I am, not 
quite dying" during the title track sig-
nals that Bowie de� nitely isn’t going 
anywhere any time soon.

Manics to 
headline No. 6

At last year’s Festival Awards, ‘Fes-
tival No.6’ won the award for best 
newcomer. The festival was held in 
Portmeirion, Gwynedd, and its name 
was inspired by the 1960s TV series 
The Prisoner, which was � lmed there. 
6,500 attended to see acts including 
New Order and Primal Scream.

It is to return this year from 13th-
15th September and topping the bill 
of acts are the Manic Street Preach-
ers. The Welsh trio said: “Festival No.6 
is the only thing that could break our 
self-enforced two year British gig 
ban. To be able to play in Sir Clough 
Williams-Ellis’ iconic village is some-
thing of a dream for us. See you in 
September.” 

Other acts set to appear include 
Everything Everything, AlunaGeorge, 
Laura Mvula, I Am Kloot and James 
Blake. DJ acts con� rmed so far in-
clude Frankie Knuckles, Gilles Peter-
son and Unabombers. The festivals in 
also renowned for its arts and culture 
and will include speeches from John 
Cooper Clarke and Caitlin Moran.

Bonnie Tyler 
for Eurovision

Welsh pop singer Bonnie Tyler will 
represent the UK at this year’s Eu-
rovision Song Contest. Tyler is best 
known for her hits Holding Out for a 
Hero and Total Eclipse of the Heart, 
both released in the 1980s. 

The 61-year-old will perform her 
new song Believe in Me in Malmo, 
Sweden, on 18th May in front of an 
estimated 120 million TV audience. 
American songwriter Desmond Child 
wrote the song, along with Lauren 
Christy and Christopher Braide. Child 
has previously worked alongside the 
likes of Kiss and Bon Jovi. Tyler is the 
� rst Welsh act to represent the UK 
since James Fox in 2004. 

Last year, the UK was represented 
by Engelbert Humperdinck, whose 
song Love Will Set You Free � nished 
second from last. In other Eurovision 
news, Tony Iommi, guitarist from 
Black Sabbath, has written a “rock 
ballad” called Lonely Planet, which 
will represent Armenia.

by THOMAS BICKERDIKE & TOM 
DAVIES

Leeds line-up
con� rmed

The � nal Leeds and Reading head-
liners have been con� rmed, with 
Green Day joining Eminem and Bi� y 
Clyro at the top of the bill for the Au-
gust Bank Holiday festival. The leg-
endary punks will bring their ¡Uno, 
Dos, Tre! world tour to Bramham Park 
and Rich� eld Avenue respectively, as 
they continue to bounce back from a 
troubling rehab-tainted end to 2012, 
following frontman Billie-Joe Arm-
strong’s meltdown at the iHeartRa-
dio Music Festival in Vegas. The Main 
Stage will also feature performances 
from Foals, Deftones, Nine Inch Nails 
and more, with Skrillex, Alt-J and 
Phoenix headlining the NME/Radio 1 
stage. If this doesn’t appeal though, 
Glastonbury tickets will go on re-
sale in April. Bowie and The Rolling 
Stones are rumoured...

by LJ TAYLOR

Nightwish at the London Ham-
mersmith Apollo. September 
25th 2005. It was the � rst gig 

that I ever went to and it set a very 
high standard for all those to come.

I remember it well, not only be-
cause it was my � rst gig but, because 
we had seating tickets. My friends 
Mum had bought them and had sim-
ply assumed that seating was going 
to be better than standing, but we 
were � ne with that. When we arrived 
though and had taken our seats (and 
got our free copy of Lacuna Coil’s 
latest single), we felt a little stupid. 
Whilst hundreds of goths and met-
alheads were stood below, anxiously 
awaiting the arrival of the band, 

preparing to create mosh pits, we 
were sat high above looking down 
on them. We felt like we were at the 
opera. And Nightwish’s gothic opera 
genre wasn’t helping one bit. Two 
singers and seven years later and I’m 
once again at a Nightwish gig, I’ve 
lost count of how many but I know 
I’ve been at every UK tour since 2005. 
This time we have standing tickets, 
we’re in the action, the atmosphere 
is there. 

I was a little apprehensive about 
the gig. It had been a few years since 
I’d seen Nightwish live and I hadn’t 
listened to them a while. All I knew 
was that their new album, Imaginaer-
um, was really good but I was a bit 
worried the gig wouldn’t be. Singer 
Annette Olzon had just left the band 
and I wasn’t sure the guys from Fin-

land could pull o�  losing yet another 
frontwoman.

I hate myself for even doubting 
them.

Floor Jansen (yes, she really is 
called Floor), formerly of After For-
ever, stepped in to help the guys out 
and the loss of Annette no longer 
mattered. The show kicked o�  with 
Storytime, the � rst track o�  of Ima-
ginaerum, and I never looked back. 
This was Nightwish at their best. 
This was the Nightwish I fell in love 
with all those years ago. Dark Chest 
of Wonders, from 2004’s Once al-
bum, came next and this is where I 
honestly thought Floor would slip 
up. Dark Chest of Wonders and the 
next song, I Wish I Had An Angel, 
were both songs the band made fa-
mous with their original singer, op-

era trained Tarja Turunen. Annette 
had never been able to master Tarja’s 
songs, when played live, it always felt 
as though there was a gaping hole 
in the set. Floor nailed it. Her versa-
tility to not only sing both Tarja and 
Annette’s songs as good as them but 
better was a huge assett to the band. 
Her acoustic version of Nemo, per-
haps Nightwish’s most famous song, 
was not to be missed. Where Annette 
would give a half-hearted attempt at 
the hit, Floor took her own spin on it 
and the crowd loved it. I wish I could 
pick a highlight from the night, but 
I honestly couldn’t. All I know is that 
Nightwish are back, better than ever. 
With the tour drawing to a close I 
hope they manage to keep Floor, af-
ter and forever. 

Nightwish: Imaginaerum Tour
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BAD-BOY BIEBER
UK TOUR ENDS IN DISASTER 

AS ‘STAR’ VOWS NEVER TO RE-
by TOM DAVIES

Oh Justin. Didn’t you want to be 
famous? It’s safe to say that Justin 
Bieber’s UK tour has been an ab-
solute disaster. ‘Beliebers’ were left 
disappointed after Bieber showed 
up two hours late for a show at the 
O2 Arena in London. Pulling such an 
audacious move with a crowd full of 
parents and children was certainly a 
brave move on a school night. 

Fighting with paparazzi, getting 
turned away from nightclubs, col-
lapsing on stage and turning up 
hours late for scheduled shows is 
behaviour you would perhaps ex-
pect from a rock n’ roll demon like 
Peter Doherty or Axl Rose - not the 
airbrushed star of pop. It seems 
poor ol’ Justin is having a bit of an 
identity crisis; he’s always wanted to 

be the pixel-perfect pop star, but his 
behaviour in recent times has been 
on the wrong end of the stardom 
spectrum for his young, fanatical 
army of Beliebers, that only seem to 
be getting crazier with age. 

Is the end nigh for Bieber? The re-
cent acoustic version of his Believe 
album could be dismissed as a cash-
in, but dedicated followers of pop 
will recognise that such moves tend 
to represent a death knell for pop 
‘artists’. Perhaps it was the split from 
Selena; maybe he has just fallen in 
with the wrong crowd. Maybe its 
the drugs (sorry, ‘scented cigarettes’, 
as one paper reported). Justin 
tweeted about his “worst birthday” 
after being turned away from a Lon-
don nightclub, just weeks after be-
ing turned away from Manchester 
house hotspot Sankeys for, well, not 

being cool enough. 
His music simply isn’t strong 

enough to remain in the minds of 
those that don’t pin up his posters 
and buy the obligatory iPhone case, 
at least not in the way that Michael 
Jackson’s hits will. Bieber’s popular-
ity is already on the wane; a second 
night in Portugal’s Pavilhao Atlan-
tico was apparently cancelled due 
to poor ticket sales that would have 
left a 20,000 capacity venue around 
half full. I feel guilty in a way; I can’t 
help but anticipate his downfall in a 
rather perverse way, but pop is al-
most always a trend and it appears 
Bieber’s time is coming to an end. 
Ultimately, Justin Bieber is a chil-
dren’s entertainer: but on this form 
he’ll soon be making the transition 
from a popular party-trick to the sad 
clown that nobody loves anymore.

JOY OF FOUR

For each coming issue, we’ve decided to get more students involved in 
our lovely music pages, starting with this jolly feature called the JOY OF 
FOUR. Seren Editor LJ Taylor is the � rst to share her music collection...

We reckon that LJ’s CD collection is pretty consistent on the whole, but 
Madonna? Really LJ? We love you as an editor - but Madge is not cool. 
This music team de� nitely agrees with how great Death Magnetic’s art-
work is though, and we love a bit of Dire Straits ‘Romeo and Juliet’!  

FAVOURITE ALBUM: WITHIN TEMPTATION
This is a tough one, I generally change 

my mind all the time about what music 
I like. I’ve gone with Within Temptation’s 
latest album though because whenever 
I listen to it I listen to it fully, not skip-
ping a single track. This is pretty rare 
for me, but usually mid album I tend to 
hate a couple songs.

Don’t get me wrong though, all of 
Within Temptation’s albums are amaz-
ing but I especially like this one because 
the poster inside has my name on it 
(and � ve million other people). But still 
that’s kind of cool. They are also Dutch; 
as an Oranje Football supporter how 
can I not love them?

MOST EMBARASSING : MADONNA
Despite the fact that everyone knows 

I love her (though I’m not sure why) I 
have to say that Madonna is my most 
embarrassing CD. And not just any Ma-
donna cd, it’s the Sticky and Sweet Tour! 
I bought it as ‘research’ prior to our trip 
to London to see Madonna in her lat-
est world tour. Obviously I needed to 

prepare myself, not that one could ever 
be prepared for the Queen of Pop! The 
most embarrassing thing about this al-
bum is probably that I actually like it...
well, not all of it but there are a few de-
lights to be found! Just wait until I � nd 
time to watch the accompanying DVD!

FAVOURITE ALBUM ARTWORK: METALLICA

While Metallica’s most recent album 
certainly isn’t their best, but it does 
have some interesting album art-
work. It features a co�  n shape which 
has been cut into the layers of the cd 
booklet and each layer has the e� ect of 

shards of metal surrounding the co�  n, 
just like when you put shards of metal 
near magnets and it makes patterns. I’m 
sure I could � nd an album that has a re-
ally cool cover, but Death Magnetic just 
stands out in my mind as interesting.

BORROWED, NICKED: DIRE STRAITS

 I think this album probably belonged 
to my Mum; all I know is somehow I 
suddenly realised I loved Dire Straits 
and needed to get it in my iTunes. I then 
never put it back. I don’t think I know 
anyone else who likes Dire Straits and 

I’ve no idea why, they are amazing. This 
is another album I could listen to on 
repeat for hours. The Very Best of Dire 
Straits was de� nitely the best one to 
nick! Well done, LJ!
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BOOKS

by BECKI WATSON

Bangor University post gradu-
ate student Alex Ross and local 
independent bookseller Eirian 

James have joined forces to start up 
a book group in Bangor, which will 
concentrate on reading and discuss-
ing literature from Wales in the Eng-
lish language.

“Starting a book group at our shop 
in Bangor has been on my to-do 
list since we opened the shop, over 
three years ago,” said Eirian James, 
who owns and manages Palas Print 
in Caernarfon and Bangor. “Having 
Alex working with us as part of her 
MA studies, provides the perfect 
opportunity to set it up now,” she 
added.

The Reading Wales book group, 

which was launched on World Book 
Day, Thursday 7th March, will pro-
vide local people with the opportu-
nity to discover and discuss books 
written in English with a Welsh � a-
vour. “Welsh Writing in English is a 
growing � eld of academic study, 
but it is also accessible and interest-
ing for everyone” comments Alex, “If 
you just fancy trying out something 
new, the book group will o� er the 
time and space to discuss a literary 
tradition that is important to Welsh 
culture.” 

This would be a great opportu-
nity for students with an interest in 
Welsh literature, especially those 
taking modules on the subject, such 
as English students. Having already 
established a blog called ‘Reading 
Wales’ which aims to create an online 

community to promote and discuss 
Welsh Writing in English the book 
group provides an opportunity to 
extend Alex’s aims by getting the lo-
cal community involved too. 

Anyone interested in joining the 
group, or just � nding out more 
should contact Alex Ross by email 
eluc47@bangor.ac.uk or Eirian James 
at Palas Print on 01286 674631, 
or 01248 362676, email eirian@
palasprint.com or just pop into the 
shop.

In the mean time, just to get a � a-
vour of some of the wealth of books 
from Wales, why not follow the Read-
ing Wales blog www.readingwales.
wordpress.com or � nd us on Face-
book and Twitter.

STUDENT AND LOCAL BOOK-
SHOP JOIN FORCES

by LAURA JONES

A Bangor University student is 
to work with a number one 
best-selling writer on their 

next project. Ashwin Sanghi, a Ban-
gor University PhD Creative Writing 
student who is already a publishing 
phenomenon in his own right, is to 
co-author a novel with a writer cur-
rently described as the world's most 
popular crime � ction writer: James 
Patterson.

James Patterson is an author who 
is working with various local authors 
on his project ‘Private’. This has al-
ready become a highly popular series 
of novels, in which a global detective 
agency named ‘Private’ branches out 

to the world’s most major cities, as 
opposed to the usual one city. The 
use of collaboration with popular 
authors across the globe 
means that Patterson is 
able to properly gain an 
insight into the life and 
culture of these cities, 
portraying this through 
his literature.

Patterson comments 
on his recent collabora-
tion; “Ashwin Sanghi, 
with his wide historical 
knowledge and his love of a fast-
paced plot, there could be no bet-
ter writing partner. I look forward to 
working with him to create a unique, 
Indian-based adventure."

Writing historical � ction has be-
come an avid hobby and passion 
for Ashwin Sanghi; an entrepreneur 

who self-published his � rst novel 
The Rozabel Line in 2007 under the 
pseudonym Shawn Haigins. It soon 
became a national bestseller after 
being acquired by Westland in 2009. 

His second novel Chanakya's Chant 
was equally successful, remain-
ing on AC Nielsen’s India Top 10 for 

over two years,  winning 
Vodafone Crossword 
Popular Choice Award 
and having its movie 
rights acquired by UTV. 
In addition, his latest 
thriller, The Krishna Key, 
was released in August 
2012 and went straight 
to number 1 in the charts.

Sanghi spoke of the op-
portunity he has accepted: "It is my 
privilege and honour to be co-writ-
ing an India-speci� c thriller along 
with the master storyteller himself. I 
also see it as an opportunity for me 

to hone my skills in a slightly di� er-
ent but immensely exciting genre. I 
am quite certain that the fusion of 
ideas from East and West will result 
in a gripping and engaging read."

Sanghi speaks of how his time 
studying at Bangor allowed him to, 
"pursue my other goals in life while 
o� ering me the opportunity to criti-
cally examine my work. I believe that 
the process of introspection initiated 
at Bangor has certainly helped me 
evolve as a writer.”

Private India (working title) will be 
released in early 2014.

by KATE MOFFAT

John Ajvide Lindqvist’s debut 
novel Let the Right One In, re-
leased in 2004, tells the story of 

a heart-rending friendship between 
a browbeaten 12 year old boy called 
Oskar and a reclusive child of the 
same age named Eli, who has re-
cently moved next door. The story 
unfolds against the backdrop of a 
glacial Stockholm suburb in 1981 
as a serial killer stalks the streets. 
Oskar’s life is blighted by a group of 
merciless school bullies, whose eve-
ry attempt to humiliate him is brutal-
ly dragged out in seemingly unend-
ing detail. As Oskar fantasises about 
retribution, Eli reveals herself to be a 
being who lives o�  blood, although 
she is never explicitly described as 
being a vampire. I say she, Eli actu-

ally turns out to be a castrated boy, 
perpetually trapped in the body of a 
child despite having lived far beyond 
12 years. The unusual friendship be-
tween the pair develops as police 
investigating a spate of random kill-
ings in the area draws one terrifying 
step closer to a conclusion. Despite 
the general vampiric theme running 
throughout, the arterial premise of 
the story is to provide us with a so-
cial commentary, o� ering both an 
understated yet imposing coming-
of-age tale and a truly touching love 
story. The book encompasses sub-
jects such as gender, paedophilia, 
love and pubescent adversity in its 
darkest forms. Although it may not 
sound like your average bedtime 
read, if you decide to read one book 
outside of your course material this 
year, I implore you to read this one.

“
”

It is my privilege and 
honour to be co-writing 
an India-speci� c thrill-
er along with the mas-
ter storyteller himself.

Let the Right 
One In

Student to work with Best-selling Author
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Wystan Hugh Auden was 
a northern English poet 
born in 1907. Though he 

was born English, he later became 
an American citizen. Amusingly, this 
is the direct mirror image of a con-
temporary, ‘British’ poet also known 
by his � rst two initials: T.S. Eliot. Eliot 
was conversely born American and 
later gained British citizenship. For 
this reason, Eliot’s ‘blue plaque’ on 
the former Faber and Faber pub-
lishing house in Euston is a black 
plaque; only British-born � gures 
may be commemorated with blue 
plaques.  Auden led something of 

a nomadic existence. Born in York, 
he spent a childhood in Birming-
ham between terms of boarding 
education in Surrey.  In adulthood, 
he went to America and died on 
mainland Europe, in Vienna, where 
much of his work was translated 

into German. As a poet and thinker, 
he wrote of and was plagued by 
the horrors of the First World War, 
and so ‘exiled’ himself in America 
during the � rst year of the Second. 
As well as George Orwell and Hem-
mingway, Auden falls into the cat-
egory of writers who visited Spain 
during its civil war. In 1939 and at 
the age of 32, Auden made the de-
cision to remain in America, where 
he set about writing his childhood 
memoirs. He fondly remembers his 
adolescent “passionate love a� airs 
with pictures of, to me, particularly 
attractive water-turbines, winding 

engines, roller crushers”. This cyni-
cism and pessimism of a drab and 
lonely lifestyle is clearly echoed by 
Alan Bennett. Auden’s American 
citizenship was granted in 1946. 

You have almost certainly heard 
an Auden poem without even 

knowing it. A particular poem, com-
monly known as ‘That poem from 
Four Weddings and a Funeral’ is by 
W.H. Auden. And “That poem from 
Four Weddings...” is in fact entitled 
‘Funeral Blues’. Like all Gilbert and 
Sullivan operetta numbers, it is of-
ten known simply by its � rst line, 
‘Stop all the clocks’. Two versions of 
Funeral Blues were published, one 
in 1936 and another two years later. 
The later, 1938, edition, was de-
signed to be put to music by Benja-
min Britten, with whom Auden was 
acquainted. Their friendship was 
� ctionalised in the 2009 Alan Ben-
nett play, The Habit of Art. However, 
Richard Curtis’ choice to use ‘Stop 
all the clocks’ in a scene of genuine 
mourning may have been poorly 
informed: The original version of 
‘Funeral Blues’ is a satire of a state 
funeral.

Auden’s less cynical poem ‘Night 
Mail’ examines how the whole of the 
United Kingdom and its entire and 
extremely varied populous is united 
under and connected through the 
practice of letter writing. The poem 
describes the night mail train “cross-
ing the border” between northern 

England into Scotland. The history 
of his native town of York-formerly 

the capital of Northern England- is 
captured in this poem. The British 
Industrial Revolution takes its roots 
in the north of England; mills and 
factories were a key to this indus-
trial development. Another key to 
the Industrial Revolution was the 
installation of the railways and their 
steam trains; Karl Marx observes 
railway expansion as one hallmark 
of and a practice fundamental to 
the success of expanding Capital-
ism. Therefore, ‘Night Mail’ reminds 
the reader that the North of Eng-
land was the hotspot for the Brit-
ish Industrial Revolution, relatively 
recent at the time of the poem’s 
writing. ‘Night Mail’ also depicts 
all corners of Great Britain; Auden 
himself had inhabited the northern 

and midland areas and had been 
educated in its southern quarter. His 

own experiences of changing loca-
tion and the knowledge he gained 
of British landscape -how it varies 
from one county to the next, the 
patchwork of its people who dwell 
there- is evident from his depiction 
of cities and widely varying people 
–de� ned in the poem as letter writ-
ers- in ‘Night Mail’. 

Many of his poems that were writ-
ten in the 1930s confront with hind-
sight the issue of the onset of the 
First World War, most notably Song 
for the New Year. Along with John 
Betjeman and T.S. Eliot, his is one of 
the key poetic voices of a drab and 
depressed 1930s Britain. 

W.H. Auden.

Our Arts and Culture editor Rosie MacLeod explores the life and work of one of Britain’s 
best loved poets, W.H.Auden. 

...HE WROTE OF AND WAS PLAGUED 
BY THE HORRORS OF THE FIRST WORLD 

WAR... 

THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF ‘FUNERAL 
BLUES’ IS A SATIRE OF A STATE FUNERAL. 
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Sunrise from CR2

That star of � re illuminates the
Sea with its waves dancing
Re� ecting onto windows of
Storm-battered houses
Twisting up the spine of a hill
And those spindly black trees are
Silhouetted on the edge of
Roman Camp in the few small
Hours before a deadline. 

- Lucy Barrett 

Petrol station

My dad ran over a peacock once.
Ever since then I see them every-
where
evocative 
one’s at the petrol station.
Keys out. Remove plug from the hole. 
Pearlescent rainbows streak wet black 
concrete
and greases a receipt that just slipped 
from my du�  e coat pocket
like chip shop paper.
I graze my nail over the lighter wheel 
each time a pound ticks over
Just to be sure of myself. 
You’re irritating the corner of my eye 
like morning dust
Slumped against the door scru� y hair 
plugged in oblivious.
So you won’t see me put the pump 
back, screw up again
walk over to your side
Fingers � ared, showing o�  
as they grip the plastic door handle 
and pull. 
You spill yourself over the ground. 
I strut away to pay. You’ll stink of 
petrol
but that’s okay. 
better than smelling like her.

-  Jecelyn Latimer

In a few words

I’ve stolen what I was never told. 
Ownership of a secret. 
Just to say the words I have
Is a baritone of justice
Like a court hammer striking down on 
co� ee beans. 

- Jecelyn Latimer

See more students work online!

Art by Tom Haynes

Photography by Alex Encore

Arts News! Actress Julie Walters has hit out against Gov-
ernment cuts to the arts industry, arguing she 
might not have made it as as an actor had it 
not been for grants. 

Speaking at the South Bank Sky Arts Awards 
in London on Tuesday, where she accepted 
the Outstanding Achievement award. 

The Harry Potter star said: “If I was coming 
out into the business now I would never get 
into drama school. “It would have been a re-
ally hard journey if I had ever made it at all, 
because there are no grants. The government 
could change its policies.”

JULIE WALTERS BLASTS 
ARTS CUTS

ROYAL ACADEMY OPENS 
NEW RETROSPECTIVE

PATTI SMITH SET FOR 
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL

Punk poet Patti Smith has been announced 
as a performer at the Edinburgh International 
Festival. 

The writer will perform a “words and music”  
homage to beat poet Allan Ginsberg alongside 
composer Philip Glass.  The pair will appear on-
stage on August 13. 

The festival, which runs August 9th-Septem-
ber 1st, will also feature a Beijing production 
of Coriolanus, accompanied by two Chinese 
heavy metal bands. Drawings by Leonardo Da 
Vinci will also go on display in the Queen’s Gal-
lery, Holyroodhouse, as part of the festival. 

Tickets on sale now at http://www.eif.co.uk. 

On Saturday 16th March The Royal Acad-
emy will be the � rst retrospective exhibition 
of artist, George Bellows.

The American realist artist, (1882-1925), 
focused on bold depictions of urban life in 
New York, and despite critical acclaim, never 
became the household name many believed 
he should be.

Curator Ann Dumas said: “Bellows was a 
macho guy and a kind of tough, “all-Ameri-
can painter, but he’s also more complex than 
that, he’s more layered and he knew a great 
deal about European Old Master painting.” 

The exhibition is open until June 9.  
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With exhibitions in Chester, 
and Worthing, and soon to 
be Brighton, Jonathan Brier 

is one of North Wales’s top artists. 
Tom Haynes gets an insight into his 
work.

Many of your works concentrate 
on the human condition and por-
traiture. What is it about these 
themes that inspires you?

Like them or loath them, people 
are interesting in an in� nite num-
ber of ways. Flesh and personality in 
one subject, I cant think of anything 
more natural to be drawn to...... 

What else do you like to draw, 
and why?

I get a certain amount of therapy 
from painting simple still life as well 
as abstracts. Both help me de-stress 
as I put less pressure on myself when 
producing these than the portrai-
ture and � gurative work.

Both give me the opportunity to 
explore and develope methods that 
usually become entangled with my 
primary subject matter.

Just for fun I also like to experi-
ment with comic book styles too, 
but I seem to get less and less time 
for this lately.

Which materials do you most 
like to use, and why?

I am a big fan of oils because with 
time and practice you can always 
� nd a way to work with them in a 
way that gives the exact � nish that 
you want. 

This is because there are so many 
oils and mediums that you can use 
with them to make them dry slower/
faster, thick or thinner and once you 
� nd the right balance you achieve 
pretty much anything.

I like softer brushes, not hog hair 
but � rm watercolor brushes are my 
favourite. Price doesn’t mean every-
thing when choosing your brushes 
but it is the most important part of 
your kit so I spent a lot of time look-
ing for brushes that do what I want.

In 2008, you created a project 
called “A Portrait of Wales.” Can 
you tell us more about it?

Basically, I wanted to expand my 
horizons. Being an artist you can 
often � nd yourself cut o�  from the 
rest of the world and somewhat iso-
lated. I had spent a lot of time since 
university teaching myself to paint, 
concentrating on technique rather 
than subject matter.  I am a � rm 
believer that if you want to convey 
a message you need to speak the 
language � rst. I was sure that I had 
something to say but wanted to 
make sure my presentation was up 
to the job. The project was designed 
to give me breathing space to see 
what else was out there and add 
subject to my technique.

Galleries, artists and especially real 
life were paramount to helping me 
� nd my place again. 

As an artist, what are your plans 
for the future?

I have a stack of ideas and direc-
tions I would like to take my work, 
it’s just a matter of time and prior-
ites. I have just been signed by the 
Cloud Gallery, Chester, Worthing 
and Brighton so I aim to keep work 
moving with them.

I am also in the process of apply-
ing to the Arts Council of Wales for 
a new project. The details aren’t 
� nalised yet but I intend to make a 
big leap forward, adding a lot more 
depth to my work and pushing my 
style forwards. My concept involves 
the Evolution of Meme Culture in 
the human species and its detrimen-
tal a� ect. 

Finally, what advice would you 
give to aspiring artists?

Work hard, be self critical and need 
to improve. Put your work out there 
and learn to have a business head. I 
struggle with this , but look around 
you and you will see that those with 
con� dence get their work seen and 
sold, (not necessarily the best artists 
by any means).

This is by far the hardest thing for 
me and many other artists but it is 
the reality of being a successful full 
time artist.

http://www.jonathan-brier.com

CREATIVE

Edward Hopper: 
Lone Ranger

Interview with
Jonathan Brier

What’s on at Bangor Art Gallery?
The work of ninety artists is being 

displayed at the Gwynedd Museum 
and Art Gallery this month, after an 
open art competition was held to 
submit work to the gallery.

The competition, which closed on 
Feburary 22nd, saw over 170 works 
submitted. A panel of judges, in-
cluding Delyth Gordon, Visual Arts 
O�  cer for Gwynedd Council, looked 
through the entries, some of which 
are exhibited, and awarded a � rst 

place prize to their favourite.
The winner was Steve Green’s 

graphite on paper piece “Llyn I.”  De-
lyth Gordon said: “We judged based 
on the quality of the work, its origi-
nality, and how well executed it was. 
We really liked Steve Green’s work. It 
has great freshness, simplicity, and 
conviction.”

The exhibition is now open to the 
public, and visitors to the gallery can 
vote for their favourite piece. The 

winner will be awarded a People’s 
Prize. Artwork on display includes 
“Farm In Maryland, USA” by Wendy 
Lonsdale, “On The Beach” by Jeremy 
Yates, and “Three Bethesda Shops” 
by Martin Morley.

Exhibition open until April 20th. 

Gwynedd Museum & Art Gallery,
Ffordd Gwynedd, Bangor, Gwynedd,
LL57 1DT

by TOM HAYNES

Born in New York July 22nd, 
1882, Edward Hopper was an 
American realist painter.

He � rst began drawing at the age 
of � ve, using pen-and-ink, water-
colour, and oil as his primary me-
dium. This interest led to Hopper 
studying at the New York Institute 
of Art and Design, during which 
time he took up a part time job as 
an illustrator – something he de-
tested. Disillusioned, he took three 
solo trips to Europe, where he be-
came fascinated by the emerging 
art scene.

He found producing his own 
work di�  cult however, and on re-
turning to New York reported: “It’s 
hard for me to decide what I want 
to paint. I go for months without 
� nding it sometimes.” Fellow illus-
trator Walter Tittle would observe 
his “unconquerable inertia, sitting 
for days at a time before his easel 
in helpless unhappiness.”

This is something that would lat-
er be re� ected in his work. Images 
such as Western Motel (1957), and 
Morning in a City (1944) featured 
lone � gures in a mundane setting. 
Words such as “solitude”, “regret”, 
“boredom”, and “resignation” be-
came synonymous with his art. 

However, his work also came to 
receive immense critical acclaim.  
Scholar Deborah Lyons comment-
ed: “Hopper’s art takes the gritty 

American landscape and lonely 
gas stations and creates within 
them a sense of beautiful anticipa-
tion.”

As time progressed, Hopper’s 
status rose, and his cinematic 
compositions began to have great 
in� uence on pop culture. For ex-
ample his painting “House on the 
Railroad” in� uenced Alfred Hitch-
cock’s “Psycho”.  Similarly, German 
director Wim Wendes cites Hopper 
as an inspiration, and incorporates 
a tableau vivant of “Nighthawks” in 
“The End of Violence.” Ridley Scott 
cites the same painting as an inspi-
ration for “Blade Runner.”

These re� ections all re-enforce 
Hopper’s status as one of Amer-
ica’s most iconic artists, whose 
work strikes a chord not only 
with the lonely, but society as 
a whole. This is re� ected in his 
continued success in the twenty 
� rst century. Recent exhibitions 
have taken place in Boston, Swit-
zerland, and in 2012, Paris, at the 
prestigious Grand Palais. The exhi-
bition explored the complexity of 
his works, comparing them to his 
French contemporaries, that he 
may have encountered on his lone 
visits to the country in his youth. 
It is the latest development for an 
artist whose work I believe will en-
dure for generations to come. 
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THE SEREN 
CROSSWORD

This is the Puzzler. Keep 
looking for him in the issue. 
If you � nd him in every issue, 
tell us and you have a chance 
at a prize!

Across
5. Aston ____. Best football team to ever grace the world (5)
7.  Canadian star that is alleged to be going o�  the rails (6)
9.  Oaty biscuits (7)
12.  Native of Liverpool (7)
14. Previous Seren music editor (7)
16.  What students should do on their week o�  (7)
17.  Not a pear, makes electronics. (5)
18.  Christian celebration (9)
19.  Soft wood found in tables (4)
20.  Major clothing retailer (7)

Down
1. Me old china plate (7)
2. Expert on a certain colour, playing the summer ball (5)
3.  Festival paired with the answer of another clue (5)
4. Retired British tennis player (6)
6.  First name of a sabb who is the remnants of a � re (3)
8.  Jordaine _____. Seren’s travel editor (5)
10.  Matt _____. Lead singer and guitarist of Muse (7)
11.  He sells meat, but also runs the union in his spare time (7)
13.  Day of the week and football team (9)
15.  Synthetic � bre discovered in 2 major cities (5)

3 9 7 8

9 3 5

4 7 6

9 7 4

5 8 6 1 7

1 4 5

4 1 7

7 3 4

8 1 3 2

Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.62)

Generated by http://www.opensky.ca/~jdhildeb/software/sudokugen/ on Tue Mar 12 18:43:27 2013 GMT. Enjoy!

1 4 6 7

6 9

2 8 1

2 5 9 8 4

3 6 1

9 1 2 5 3

3 7 8

1 5

5 7 3 6

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.39)

Generated by http://www.opensky.ca/~jdhildeb/software/sudokugen/ on Tue Mar 12 18:42:27 2013 GMT. Enjoy!

EASY

HARD

SPOT THE 
DIFFERENCE

Take a look at 
these‘identical’ 
pictures from 90’s 
night and spot the 
8 di� erences!

BEFORE

AFTER
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by JOE RUSSELL 

The Welsh larder is phenomenal. 
Quintessentially Welsh ingredi-
ents such as lamb and leeks de-

� ne its farming landscape, while its 
shores (especially those surrounding 
Anglesey) are pregnant with salty 
water � t for the production of argu-
ably the world’s most revered sea 
salt – Halen Môn – and sea bass. The 

Menai Strait is home to plump mus-
sels and the glowing hue of rape-
seed buds now lights up the � elds of 
Conwy. 

The list of amazing produce doesn’t 
stop there. Glamorgan sausages 
are rich with Caerphilly cheese and 
its history; each time you eat a sau-
sage, its sour tang resonates its past. 
Supposedly � rst made to replenish 
miners with salt lost during work, 
Caerphilly cheese replaced Glamor-
gan cheese, a now defunct variety of 
cows’ milk cheese. 

Bara brith, deep and fruity; cawl, 
nourishing and savoury, and per-
haps the country’s most well-known 
dish, Welsh rarebit, all create the im-
pression that if you’re a chef in Wales, 
you’d be hard-pressed to make a 
cawl of it. 

Indeed, there are several restau-
rants in Wales that serve good food. 
Aled William’s Beaumaris venture, 
Cennin, received 8/10 from Giles 

Coren in The Times. Further south, 
Stephen Terry’s Abergavenny-based 
restaurant The Hardwick was de-
scribed by Michel Roux Jr. as his 
“favourite Welsh restaurant”. And of 
course, as ever, there is Shaun Hill’s 
The Walnut Tree, also in Abergaven-
ny. Short, concise menu descriptions 
– skate with shrimps and dill – em-
phasise Hill’s ability to produce won-
derful yet simple food. 

And yet, among all these � elds 
of gold and plates of gastronomy, 
there is the rotting redolence of dis-
appointment. Surely a country with 
such a plentiful bounty of amazing 
ingredients should be home to more 
than two restaurants in The Good 
Food Guide’s Top 50? Equally, in spite 
of its increasingly disputed reliabil-
ity, the Michelin guide’s decision to 
award just four Welsh restaurants 
with a star in 2013 is worrying

Moreover, the recent closure of 
James Sommerin’s Michelin-starred 
The Crown at Whitebrook, described 

by Stephen Terry as a “sad day for 
Welsh cooking and the Welsh culi-
nary scene” hints at a deeper prob-
lem. 

Its owners cited “� nancial di�  cul-
ties” as the reason behind the restau-

rant’s closure. Similarly, Shaun Hill 
tweeted on the 9th January: “Christ 
I’m bored with this quiet time of year 
already. Come, book tables, eat and 
spend money you buggers.”

Is there a market for these restau-
rants in Wales? Seven years ago, chef 
Craig Harnden condemned Wales’ 
inability to produce restaurants wor-
thy of being considered among the 
best in the world: “We won’t get a 
world-class restaurant for at least 10 
years, just because of the culture of 
people and what they expect when 
they go out.” It’s hard to disagree 
with Harnden. His contention is 
backed-up by the location of some 
of Wales’ most well-known chefs.

Bryn Williams, who represented 
Wales in the BBC’s Great British 
Menu and cooked for the Queen at 
her 80th birthday party, resides in 
Primrose Hill, London. His restaurant, 
Odette’s, is joined by Angela Hart-
nett’s Murano, also based in London. 

Perhaps  the most pertinent indict-
ment of Welsh gastronomy will ar-
rive next week in the competition 
that helped give Williams his revered 
reputation.

The Great British Menu will feature 

its Welsh region round next week, 
though only Mary Ann Gilchrist of 
Carlton Riverside, Powys, plies her 
trade in Wales. The other two chefs, 
Richard Davies and Luke Thomas, are 
head chefs at English eateries. 

So why do some talented Welsh 
chefs elope to England? According 
to Harnden, it may be down to the 
remoteness of many of Wales’ towns: 
“it is not the place chefs talk about 
to go to eat,” he said. “I don’t see why 
it shouldn’t be but I think it may be 
down to its accessibility.”

Sommerin, however, sees it dif-
ferently. Despite his restaurant’s 
closure, he contended that “these 
are extremely exciting times for 

me….Plans for my new restaurant 
are progressing well and my goal 
is to achieve a Michelin-star once it 
opens.”

In addition to this, the fantastic 
produce that’s “increasing year on 
year”, plus the government’s sup-
port for local produce and its ‘Wales 
the True Taste’ brand, have helped to 
promote the country’s food culture.  

Though there is currently a dearth 
of high-quality restaurants in Wales 
– something that doesn’t look set to 
change instantly – we live in a coun-
try that has the ingredients to suc-
ceed and if Sommerin’s excitement 
is even somewhat representative of 
his contemporaries, the chefs as well. 

WELSH RAREBIT 
(SERVES TWO) 

1) MIX ONE TABLESPOON OF 
MUSTARD POWDER, WITH THREE 

TABLESPOONS OF STOUT (OR 
MILK) AND MAKE A PASTE IN A 

SMALL SAUCEPAN.

2) ADD 30G BUTTER AND A DASH 
OF WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE. 

HEAT GENTLY UNTIL THE BUTTER’S 
MELTED.

3)TIP IN 175G GRATED CAERPHIL-
LY CHEESE AND MELT (WITHOUT 

BOILING).

4)LEAVE TO COOL SLIGHTLY. PRE-
HEAT THE GRILL. STIR IN TWO EGG 

YOLKS TO THE WARM MIXTURE 
AND SPOON OVER BUTTERED 

BREAD.

5) COOK UNTIL GOLDEN BROWN.

Gastronomic Wales: 
Is it about to embark on a sharp decline or will its ingredients help it out of its stupor? 

THE MENAI STRAIT IS HOME TO PLUMP MUSSELS 

COME, BOOK TABLES, EAT AND SPEND MONEY 
YOU BUGGERS

SO WHY DO SOME TALENTED WELSH CHEFS 
ELOPE TO ENGLAND?
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by LJ TAYLOR

Most of us have no idea what we’re go-
ing to do once we graduate, but Mark 
Phillips has got his next few years all 

mapped out.
This summer, Mark will embark upon a once 

in a lifetime adventure around the world. He 
will be accompanied by his two friends, Russell 
Selby, a Masters student at Loughborough Uni-
versity, and Jacob Meller, an Edinburgh Univer-
sity graduate.

“I have always wanted to travel the world and 
I feel there is no better way to do that than by 
bicycle,” said Mark, a Chemistry Masters stu-
dent at Bangor University.  “It seems the logical 
time to go; I have nothing keeping me in the 
UK after I graduate,” he said.

The cycle, which will take over two years, will 
raise money for four di� erent charities chosen 

by the friends. The chosen four are Cancer Re-
search UK, Kindeys for Life, WaterAid and Save 
the Children.

“We wanted charities that held something 
personal to us and that were UK based, as well 
as charities further a� eld which help others all 
over the globe” said Mr Phillips. “Such charities 
provide for those most in need of life’s most 
basic requirements.”

Training has already begun for the trip with 
Mark biking from Manchester to Land’s End 
over a three week period. Despite this and a 
1000 miles training last summer being his only 
real training so far, Mark feels con� dent that he 
is prepared for the years ahead.

The friends will be wearing clothing bearing 
the charity logos in the hope that it will attract 
more attention and ultimately more support.

“People from all around the world will rec-

ognise that we are doing it for charity and be 
more inclined to ask why, where to, where from 
and possibly donate money!” said Mr Phillips.

Whilst they hope to raise more awareness as 
they cycle, along with gaining more donations, 
the team are keen to get as much support as 
possible prior to them leaving. A lack of spon-
sors, however, would not deter them, as the 
group hope to work as English teachers and 
skiing and rock climbing instructors to further 
fund the trip.

Once their journey begins, the boys hope 
to keep people back home, and around the 
world, updated on their progress through the 
use of the website they are putting together 
and through a recurring column in Seren.

Mark has already secured support from the 
University.

“This trip illustrates the forward thinking 

of Bangor graduates embarking on an eco-
friendly adventure for charitable causes. Col-
lectively we hope this adventure will inspire 
current and future students to embark on simi-
lar adventures,” he said.

Mark’s advice to anyone else thinking of 
something similar is that if you want to do it 
then you should, but he highlights the impor-
tance of preparation, something he and his 
friends know well about.

“For me there is no better freedom that what 
comes with the bicycle!” he said as he contin-
ues his preparation.

We, here at Seren, would like to wish the boys 
good luck and are proud to be recognised as a 
partner on this adventure. Stick with us to see 
Mark’s updates as their journey begins.

For information on how to support the cause, 
please contact: editor@seren.bangor.ac.uk

by BENJAMIN E. ENFYS 

Seoul is a very di� erent place at night. The 
day consists of pleasant water-laden vis-
its to Banpo Bridge, outings to themed 

restaurants such as the not-so-magnanimous 
Hello Kitty Café or maybe even a jaunt up 
Mount Namsan to see the magni� cent N Seoul 
Tower and its rows and rows of ‘Love Locks’ and 
ridiculous teddy bear museum. But when the 
canopy of night falls and the neon lights � icker 
on, the real show begins, proving to be quite a 
challenge for the unsuspecting tourist or con-
tinental passer-by.

This then, is how you truly meet Korea. With 
open arms, a con� dent gait and an omniscient 
sense of maternity, Seoul will welcome you 
into the bosom of its nightlife, one experience 
lending you the ability to sum up an entire 

month or years’ worth of daylight.
A veritable sea of slime and wonder, of sleaze 

and whim and of shame and monstrous drink-
ing is the hazy image and wonderful memory 
that covers my favourite night. My favourite 
night, of course, being that of a Hongdae night; 
a twenty hour crawl across the landscape of a 
grungy underworld turned living space. This is 
Korea, this is Western Seoul. This is Hongdae.

The night started in the usual fashion, friends 
hopping onto the subway and venturing into 
a part of Seoul they had not yet seen, only to 
end up lost and separated. This was standard 
a� air. This time it was me and my friend James 
Martinez, a desirous Mexican-American with a 
fun-inspiring attitude which teetered, tonight, 
between controlled and frenzied.

Unable to � nd which street had led us into 
this club infested dive and which one would 

lead us out, we were yielding to our fate. 
‘Why not stay?’ we thought uni� ed, ‘after all, 
our apartment is closed until 7am.’ This is the 
danger of taking on board a summer school or 
teaching program; no nonsense.

We progressed into a night of social devian-
cy, gravitating toward the foreign and the ab-
surd; bars such as Ho Bar (a ‘Colour of Money’ 
style pool joint), Ride ‘Em Cowboy (an unusual 
cocktail-faux-western hangout) and even the 
more obscure of dumps that attract the weird-
est of the weird – usually foreigners like us, 
white Americans with nowhere else to run or 
ex-military down on their luck: all out mutants 
of the dark.

One thing we noted almost immediately was 
that despite Seoul’s capricious and prickly in-
troduction, it was the safest place to be. Locals 
would take care of you, foreigners would look 

out for you, and the often unruly and imbecilic 
Marine Corps will treat you to a good time; just 
don’t stay with them too long, death or arrest 
can occur.

Three hundred pound glutinous Korean men 
exit white sparkling BMWs with beautiful girls 
on their arm, a beacon of wealth and security. 
The cool and the hip enter lounges with live 
metal bands; rare in these places. The beauti-
ful people drink cocktails at £100 or £160,000 
apiece in the highest of clubs. The geeks and 
the mods stumble and joke around and litter 
the streets playing guitar. We asked, we joined, 
and we played. Everyone enjoys themselves. 
It’s a haven for the lost and lonely; a family at-
mosphere minus the families.

We had found it: the new Neon Dream. It’s in 
Seoul.

WONDERS OF 
THE WORLD: 
CHARITY CYCLE

THE NEON DREAM OF WESTERN SEOUL
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AU 

In Brief

Capped
BANGOR University have had a foot-
baller called up to play for the Welsh 
University teams. Footballer Chris 
Davies has been selected to play for the 
team made up entirely of students who 
study in Wales. 

Winning!
OUR Women’s Basketball team netted 
a win against fellow strugglers Man-
chester Met, putting them 3 points 
above their rivals. � e � nal score end-
ed up 69-37 to Bangor University, who 
are now just 3 points away from Keele. 
� e win comes a� er their heavy defeat 
to Liverpool earlier in February. 

Keep on 
Walking

DANCE decided that in order to raise 
money for Comic Relief, they will 
take part in a sponsored walk from 
Bangor to Beaumaris. � ey travelled 
12 miles and raised over £400 for the 
charity event. Whilst the initial walk 
was meant to be a leisurely 5.4 miles, 
the club decided to take a more scenic 
route and even earnt sponsorship on 
the way!

On the 
fencing

THE fencing club took a trip down  to 
Cardi�  in March for the Welsh Uni-
versities competition.  � e annual 
competition saw Bangor’s hard fought 
fencing team put out several medal 
� nishes. � is is their second tourna-
ment in as many months following 
their trip to Liverpool last month. 

Semi-� nals
THREE teams from Bangor have 
been in semi-� nals recently. Unfortu-
nately for most of the competitors, the 
semi-� nals seemed so close, yet so far.  
� e Bangor Men’s Rugby team lost to 
Manchester in a hard fought encoun-
ter which eventually saw Manchester 
come out on top 26 - 17. 

Save Your Melons!
by LACROSSE 

For the third year running Febru-
ary became FeBRAry and once 
again the Lacrosse Club stepped 

up to play their part in raising lots of 
money for Breast Cancer Care…

We were all very proud of a mem-
ber of our women’s team, Kara Wills, 
who was brave enough to make a 
sky-dive back in 2012. � anks to her 
determined fundraising, she was able 
to kick-start our club e� orts with an 
amazing contribution of £260!

� is fantastic achievement moti-

vated the whole club to get involved 
in our FeBRAry cake sale. We are very 
grateful to all those who bought, baked 
and donat-
ed on the 
day… not 
to men-
tion for the 
great com-
ments we received about the standard 
of our cakes! � is event raised a fur-
ther £139.43 and allowed us to publi-
cise the biggest event of FeBRAry: the 
AU night strip.

� e AU night saw members of BULC 
turn out in force to front the event. At 
half past twelve, the whole of Acade-

mi was 
treated to 
the sight 
of ten of 
Lacrosse’s 
b r a v e s t 

boys performing a strip that many 
described as the best yet! Men’s team 
member, Joe Williams, showed his 
true dedication to the cause… re-
vealing the Breast Cancer Care rib-

bon waxed onto his chest! � anks to 
the e� orts of the boys and the rest of 
the club who volunteered throughout 
the evening collecting donations we 
were able to raise a further £211, not 
to mention helping the AU to collect 
a fantastic amount on the door and 
through T-shirt sales As a club we 
would like to thank everyone who got 
involved with our fundraising e� orts 
for FeBRAry. We are extremely proud 
of what we achieved as a club and look 
forward to hearing the � nal FeBRAry 
total from the AU.

A mile of Pennies
by BANGOR RUGBY

Bangor University Women’s Rug-
by Club has always taken part 
in fundraising events through-

out the season to raise funds for small 
charities which mean something to 
someone in the club. Previously, this 
has taken the form of selling shots, 
ra�  es and bag-packing. � is year, we 
decided to 
do some-
thing dif-
f e r e n t , 
and so I 
present to 
you: A Mile of Pennies!

A mile of pennies (when laid side-
to-side) equates to £844.80, and this 
we be split equally between three 
charities: Riding for the Disabled 
Association, Anglesey and Treborth 
branches, aiding the physical and 
mental development of disabled chil-
dren and adults through horse riding, 
and Evie’s Dream, a charity aiming to 
raise £50,000 so that a child with cer-
ebral palsy can go to America to have 
an operation to enable her to walk.

Here’s the deal - all we are asking is 
for your loose coppers (though any 
larger donations will, of course, be 
greatly appreciated). � ere are collect-
ing jars across Bangor and Anglesey 
(Bar Uno, AU o�  ce, the Belle Vue, the 
Bistro, to name just a few…), and if 
you can get your team/society to do-
nate a few on one day, one of our com-
mittee can come and meet you to col-

lect them!
So far, we 

have raised 
just over 
20% of the 
mile (that’s 

around 1600 pennies that have been 
counted and sorted…), but we need 
your help! � e Men’s GAA team have 
already donated hundreds of pennies 
(BIG thanks!), and everyone in our 
club has been saving all their loose 
change to put towards the � nal count.

So please, search your � oor/bag/
purse/car, follow us on facebook 
(www.facebook.com/AMileOfPen-
nies), tell your friends, and put those 
annoying pennies to a good use!

AT THE END OF THE DAY THIRD PLACE IS MORE 
THAN I COULD HAVE DREAMT OF

AT THE END OF THE DAY THIRD PLACE IS MORE 
THAN I COULD HAVE DREAMT OF
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Bangor BUCS itself in for the � nal day
by MATT JACKSON

Coming up to the last weeks 
of BUCS (British Universities 
and Colleges Sport), Bangor 

are currently sat in 61st position with 
Aberystwyth sat 1.25 points ahead in 
60th position.  Bangor will be looking 
to improve on last season if the table 
stays as it is with Bangor’s 2011/2012 
� nal league position being 63rd 
whereas Aberystwyth will be hoping 

to stay at roughly the same level hav-
ing ranked at 59th last season. Bangor 
have been constantly improving every 
season and have gone up by at least 
one place overall in the last 5 seasons.  

Following a widely supported Var-
sity where team Bangor were out in 
force, and the Bangor semi-� nals 

teams will, for the end of BUCS hope 
for as much support as possible from 
the student body. � e main sites 
for sport in Bangor are Maes Glas, 
Treborth, and the Normal Site Gyms. 

� is season Bangor University have 
entered 72 team into the BUCS league 
programme for the 2012 - 2013 sea-
son. Bangor has secured 306 wins so 
far this season, with 348 defeats and 
42 draws, making their win rate 44% 

at the time of print. Currently at the 
top of Bangor’s form table are the 
Men’s Hockey second team who have 
won 5 of their last 6 � xtures. � ey 
are closely followed by both Women’s 
and Men’s football who have won 4 of 
their last 6 � xtures recording a draw 
and a loss as well. 

BUCS will be over by Easter

BANGOR ARE CURRENTLY SAT IN 61ST POSITION 
WITH ABERYSTWYTH IN 60TH POSITION

One giant leap for Trampoline Club
An admin error meant they missed 
out on BUCS

� e club are involved with the local 
trampoline clubs

by MATT JACKSON

On Saturday 2nd March, mem-
bers of Bangor University 
Trampoline staged a 12 hour 

Bounce-a-thon in Maes Glas hall. � e 
most dedicated members had already 
spent 3 hours the previous day doing 
a normal session. � e hope was to 
help the club gather some funding for 
competitions and the pricey coaching 
that they require.

As well as coaching and captain-
ing the University Trampoline club, 
Becky is also the coach of local youth 
Trampoline group, the Bangaroos. 
Initially the club was just focused 

around the university, however the 
extension into the community shows 
the club’s initiative to promote the 
sport and share their knowledge with 
the people of Bangor. In fact during 
the bounce-a-thon, we saw a Banga-
roo presence.

SU President Antony Butcher who 
was at the Bounce-a-thon said, “I 
had an amazing time learning how 
to trampoline, and everyone was re-
ally friendly and welcoming. It was 
also great to see members of the local 
community getting involved, break-
ing down the barriers between town 
and gown.”

Currently the club has two trained 
coaches, which mean that one sin-
gle session can hold up to 32 people. 

However the club need to get their 
coaches trained up more, and captain 
Becky Jantschenko is already em-
barking on the next course which will 
cost in excess of £400. On top of this, 
it also costs £75 a year to insure the 
coaches; another expenditure that has 
to be paid for by the individual as the 
AU cannot fund the rapid turnover in 
coaches. 

Unfortunately this year an admin-
istrative error meant that Bangor’s 
Trampoline club were unable to at-
tend their BUCS � xture in late 2012, 
however they hope that in 2013 they 
will be able to compete in BUCS and 
non-BUCS events. � ey had 3 goals 

at the start of the year: compete more, 
be more social, and have more coach-
es. � ey could very well be on track to 
reaching those goals.

During the bounce-a-thon, you 
could see the light hearted yet also se-
rious competitive nature of the club. 
As well as fun and games (and skip-
ping on the trampoline) the members 
took the chance to do 12 hours of 
training; they’re that dedicated.

� e Bangor University Trampoline 
club meets twice a week, on Friday 
18:30 – 20:30 and Sunday 14:30 – 
17:30 at Maes Glas. � ey welcome all 
forms of ability and can be found at 
trampoline@bangorstudents.com .

I HAD AN AMAZING TIME LEARNING HOW TO 
TRAMPOLINE, AND EVERYONE WAS REALLY 

FRIENDLY AND WELCOMING

Bangor Men’s 2nd Hockey are currently 1st in form
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by ROSS BODDY
Bangor University Table Tennis club 

have completed their BUCS league 
matches for the season. � e team has 
also competed at Varsity and the Bucs 
individual’s tournament.

Due to UCLAN’s failure to � eld a 
team, Bangor 1st’s picked up the win 
which sent them above UCLAN and 
into 3rd place in the Northern 2A di-
vision.

Club captain and ever present player 
Andrew Leach says, “I feel there were 
highs and lows to this season. Every 
player has improved throughout the 

campaign and have shone as indi-
viduals, however it was team e� ort 
that helped us achieve some fantastic 
results.

“At the end of the 
day, a 3rd place � nish 
is more than I could 
have dreamt of a� er 
the teams introduc-
tion to the Bucs scene 
last season, as we were 
beaten 17-0 by Liver-
pool’s 2nd’s, a team we beat twice this 
season.” said Leach.

� e club has also just competed at 
the Bucs individual championships in 

Nottingham. � e club was represent-
ed by seven players and two members 
came along for support too. Of the 
seven players who competed in the 

singles, three progressed into the plate 
tournament and one into the main 
draw from their groups.

� is was as far as the players 

achieved; however, considering the 
tournaments playing standard this was 
an accomplishment in itself, especially 
Tony who won his group and lost only 

to a Greek inter-
national player.

Two teams were 
entered into the 
doubles tourna-
ment. Andrew 
and I won our 
� rst match, only 

to lose in the next round to the even-
tual winners of the doubles, and win-
ner and runner-up of the singles.

 � e A and B teams in the Llan-

dudno table tennis league have a few 
more matches to play, with both teams 
into the quarter-� nals of the Handicap 
cup, with the potential to face each 
other in the semis. � e A team look to 
hold onto a place in the 1st division, 
with the B team aiming for a mid ta-
ble � nish in the 2nd division. � e club 
also recorded a 15-4 thrashing of Aber 
at Varsity.

� e club will also aim to hold its 
own tournament before the end of se-
mester, with all welcome to compete. 
Details will be found on the Bangor 
University Table Tennis Club’s Face-
book page.

Table Tennis Season draws to a close

AT THE END OF THE DAY THIRD PLACE IS MORE 
THAN I COULD HAVE DREAMT OF
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by JOE KEEP

Bangor University Mountaineer-
ing Society (BUMS) hosted the 
� rst competition in their his-

tory at Indy on the 9th of March. Indy 
is owned and operated on Anglesey by 
John Ratcli� e. He explained that he is 
a climber himself in the local region 
and ‘loves it’, prompting him to open 
the business. 

 � is wasn’t the � rst competition 
John has hosted in Indy, having put on 
events for the Army, cadets and vari-
ous other groups in the past, none of 
which were disappointed. He went on 
to say that the competition was ‘about 
including everyone’ and that the prob-
lems set up ranged in di�  culty, with 
80% being achievable by everyone 
present. He expanded on this saying 

that ‘everyone helps each other. � ey 
discuss how to complete a problem 
and generally it’s about having a good 
time’. � is is one thing he can be sure 
everyone did have.

    As everything kicked o� , there 
was a cacophony of sound, people 
began chatting with 
background music 
sounding around the 
hall, setting a beat for 
people to climb to. 
All in all, there were 
twenty � ve problems 
for the competitors to 
master, but, with no set way to tackle 
them, the initial movement proved to 
be chaotic, as people scouted out each 
problem, deciding which to tackle 
� rst. As the competition got under-
way, the four groups of students, from 

Aberystwyth, Bangor, Newport and 
UWE, mingled instantly. With prob-
lems testing all aspects of the competi-
tors - stamina, strength, intellect - eve-
ryone was in it to win it, with no one 
having an out and out advantage. With 
three hours of competition � ying by, 

it was time to discover who would be 
victorious, with points based on how 
many attempts it took to complete 
a problem, and also if you had man-
aged to utilise the bonus hold. � e 
individual rankings were tight at the 

top, with the top three girls separated 
by a meagre � ve points. Meg White, of 
Bangor, claimed third with 185 points, 
Charlie Torrante, of Bangor, clinched 
second with 189 and Gwen Lancashire 
was top with 190 points. � e men’s 
was a similar story: Alex Whitmore, of 

UWE, came third 
with 217 points, 
Henry Francis, of 
Bangor, in second 
with 220 points 
and Jack Holland, 
of Newport, won 
with 223 points. 

However, the overall winning uni-
versity, based on average points, was 
UWE.

 As everything wound down I was 
able to catch a few words with James 
Stops, one of the organisers for BUMS 

on the event. He was ‘really happy 
with how smooth’ everything had ran 
on the day and despite it ‘being a lot 
of work’ was ‘happy that everyone 
had enjoyed themselves on the day’. 
When asked about the future of the 
competitions he said he’d ‘love them 
to be annual. And, with the scope for 
expansion, would like to see more 
universities become involved’. Overall, 
the competition was a huge success 
and congratulations are deserved by 
BUMS for putting it on in coordina-
tion with Indy. For anyone interested 
in trying out climbing or getting in-
volved in a competition, Indy is host-
ing the open North Wales competition 
on the 23rd of March.

O�  the wall with Climbing
Bangor hosts their � rst climbing competition

THE INITIAL MOVEMENT PROVED TO BE 
CHAOTIC, AS PEOPLE SCOUTED OUT EACH 

PROBLEM


